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Aspects of Numeracy

This chapter looks at the t:xtent of the numeracy problem in this country and examines

the kind of experiences that students may encounter in grappling with numerical

concepts. It also looks :u the range of ways in which numeracy is taught.

The scale of the numeracy problem
Many of us know people who have problems in dealing with numerical concepts. I low

often do you hear phrases such as:

"I'm no good at maths"

'.11 aths was my least proton(' subject at school"?

It is, moreover, a problem not confined to any one section of society many numeracy
classes contain students from a wide range of social and occupational backgrounds.
Many people. Lampetent in other areas of their lives, face the complexities of our

monetary, taxation and mensuration systems without the equipment to deal effectively
with them in their everyday or working lives. A casual glance at a newspaper will show

the extent to which numerical concepts and language are expected to he understood
in, for example, the use of percentages, large numbers, charts and diagrams,
temperatures ( in the weather report ) and in discussion of such topics as the rate of
inflation or wage increases. Yet there is a significant proportion of the population to
whom these figures appear to be a fOreign language.

The provision of numeracy classes has grown in this country alongside that of
literacy classes, and in many cases as a direct result of both literacy students and tutors
articulating the need for numeracy. As a student tackles his or her difficulties with the
language, he or she grows in confidence, and feels up to the challenge that other
diflicuhies present. For students with very basic literacy needs, tackling all but the
very simplest paper-based numerical activity is impossible because of the language in
which most such activities are couched. Some tutors have developed materials and
teaching methods which encourage students to develop language and literacy skill ,
alongside numerical ones. Although this approach is still probably the exception
rather than the rule, numeracy tutors have to be aware that their students may also
have literacy problems, and that tasks involving reading or writing will have to take

account of this. Bilingual students with ESOI. needs may not he familiar with either
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mathematical terminology, or the more practical, contextual approaches to teaching
used in this country.

In addition, many colleges of further education have provided numeracy tuition to
enable students studying courses, such as business orengineering, to cope with the
mathematical content. A recent survey commissioned by ALBSU shows, however,
that on average, at least 62"() of college students have some problems with numeracy,
so it seems that there is a vast need which is as yet not being fully met.

In the population as a whole the need for help with basic skills continues to he
considerable. It is currently estimated that almost six million adults in the UK have
some difficulty with basic skills including numeracy.

Evidence from the National Child Development Study, which surveyed some of a
cohort of 12,500 people born in 1958, when they were 23, and was supplemented by
research commissioned by ALBSU in 1986-87, suggested that one in twenty of those
adults reported difficulty with numeracy. An ALBSU survey 'X wnerag among Adults'
carried out in 1990 revealed that approximately 12"i) of adultswere unable to carry out
a simple addition problem, while greater numbers experionced difficulty with more
complex operations.

The definition of basic skills
When talk about basic skills

"Du' ability to read, write and speak English and use mathematics at a level necessaly to
finction and progress at work and in society in general".

In Wales basic skills includes the ability to read and write Welsh for adults whose
mother tongue is Welsh.

Our definition of basic skills does not include necessarily widerprovision for adults
with learning difficulties or other special needs, English as a Foreign Language (EFL)
or general access and return to study courses.

The relationship between mathematics andnumeracy
Why call it numeracy? Surely what we are talking about is just mathematics given
another name? Yes and no the term numeracy implies that functional element
quoted in the definition of basic skills. We are not just talking about the ability to deal
with numbers, but to apply them to real-life situations, whether at work or at home.
Obviously to work out how much a shopping bill conies to you need to be able to add,
and to check your change you need to be able to subtract, hut many people who are
able to carry out such tasks find it far harder to sit down with pen and paper and work
out an addition or subtraction "sum". Conversely, having learned how to perform a
mathematical operation in the classroom, people often find it difficult to apply that
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skid in an everyday situation. Clearly it is not going to he possible or desirable to omit
any mathematics whatsoever, but for most students, numeracy teaching will only
enable them to deal with real-life situations if it is sensitive to the context in which the
numerical problem occurs.

Numeracy tasks commonly undertaken by adults
Most of us have to carry out a considerable number of numerical operations in our
daily lives:

working out shopping hills.

We have to use moneY to:

pay for goods both by cash and by cheque

check our hills, invoices, receipts, wage slips, benefit.

In the shops we are told goods are "10"i, off!" or "half marked price", and if we want
to pay by credit we have to work out how much interest we are paying, and whether
we could get a better deal from somewhere else. It may also help us to know whether.
if we buy in bulk rather than purchasing smaller items, we are saving money. Also in
the shops we may encounter goods sold in pounds, or by the yard, or alternatively in
kilograms or by the metre. For anyone brought up to use one system of measurement
it is necessary to he able to use the other and to he able to convert between the two.

If we have hank accounts we need to be able to check our statements and to work
out the costs of overdrafts and loans. In order to read timetables it is usually necessary
to he able to understand the twenty-tbur hour clock, while more complex but often
necessary calculations entail working out the amount of time taken to complete a
journey, for example, or whether a two hour video tape is long enough to record a
television programme starting at 9.55 and ending at 11.05. How many people would
know whether or not they should be worried if the doctor says their temperature is 39
degrees centigrade?

In working life, the demand for manual labour has been shrinking for some time.
Many more jobs require some degree of knowledge or skill, and consequently require
a greater grasp of basic skills. Numerical skills may be required to handle money,
invoices, accounts or budgets, to make precise measurements or estimations, or to
interpret charts, graphs or statistical data. Sometimes people lacking in numerical
ability use calculators, hut how do they know if they have made a mistake if they
cannot make an educated guess as to what the correct answer should he?

Students studying in other areas frequently require numerical skills for both
academic and vocational subjects. A catering student may need to know how to work
out quantities. An engineering student will have difficulty in understanding complex
fmmulae if he or she does not understand fractions. Similarly a business studies
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student will have difficulty in grasping the rudiments of hook-keeping if he or she is
not able to use percentages. Tutors already working with numeracy students may well
have encountered degree students, in social science, for example, whose progress is
hindered by lack of mathematical understanding.

There are many other Lxamples of both numerical skills and of the contexts in which
they occur. It is important that nurneracy tutors recognise that there are multiple
examples in everyday and working life of situations which demand the facility to deal
with figures, and that lack of such l'acility disables people from handling their own
aftifirs with confidence, and from making informed choices. The job of the numeracy
tutor is to give the students the skills md confidence to do this.

How people learn
"A major problem for many tutors is distinguishing between teaching and learning.
Unfortunately just because the tutor is teaching it does not mean that the student is
learning. Learning can only he accomplished by the student, the tutor's task is to
facilitate the process". An Intwduction to Literacy Teaching (ALBS(' ).

Someone who is learning to drive could attend a lecture on driving. I le or she could
read a book or listen to an experienced friend explain the basic principles. It is very
unlikely that anyone would be able to master these principles without getting in the car
and attempting to use the controls, however. Equally, it is impossible to tind out
whether a student has learned something until they actually do it.

For students to learn successfully it is crucial that:

the skills to be learned are relevant to the student and the student's needs

the student is actively involved in their own learning process

the student is allowed to work at their own pace.

It is important to remember that students start at ditkrent points, have different goals/
needs and work at different speeds. The best learning programmes are designed to
work on strengths and minimise the areas of weakness that the student brings.

Common problems that all teachers experience include:

h-ow to motivate students

how to sustain their interest

how to ensure that t hey are actually learning.

I 1 is very important to be sensitive to the needs of students, even if you are teaching a
group of roughly the same ability level. Beware of making general assumptions!

You will encounter numeracy students with little previous mathematical knowledge
who will develop skills and confidence quickly. You will find others who, starting
from a similar point, struggle lOr a time grasping the most basic concepts.li
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Numeracy has the advantage over literacy in that it is often easier for a student to
perceive positive progress. On the other hand it can be more frustrating for a student
who is taking a long time to assimilate a concept without which they will find it difficult
to progress. One of the most demanding tkisks that a numeracy tutor faces is to find a
fresh way to explain a problem that has been explained to a student several times
without success. Another skill that is equally hard to learn is to allow yourself to stand
back, so that the student can grapple with the problem at their own pace, and be
allowed to have the opportunity to learn from their mistakes.

Experiences of learning mathematics
Many people express negative kelings about their experiences of learning
mathematics at school. Some of these experiences might include:

being unable to catch up with their class after an absence

being afraid to ask for help

being a member of a large class with a teacher too busy to attend to the needs of
slower members of the group

being unable to understand explanations written on the board

encountering competition from other pupils

boredom

inability to concentrate or remember concepts

disruption in the classroom

teaching targeted at the more mathematically able members of the group.

It is not uncommon to encounter "maths anxiety" amongst students, who will Olen
express this as a "block" or "barrier" when it comes to learning maths. Often students
with negative experiences of learning will focus on mathematics as the subject which
provokes the least happy memories of schooling. It may help such students to discuss
their experiences with their tutor or in a group it comes as a relief to students to realise
that they are not alone, and that other people have had the same kind of problems.

What may not at first be apparent to the student, but what will become increasingly
clear to the numeracy tutor, is that the student may very well be able to perform the
mechanics of simple mathematical operations without any real understanding of the
underlying concepts. Inability to align addition or subtraction problems, for example,
or to multiply a number by ten or a hundred, ,Iten indicates lack of understanding of
the concept of place value. without which it will be N:ery difficult for tbc student to
make any meaningf.ul progress. Similarly, some students lind it very difficult to make
the transition to dealing with parts of number, after dealing with whole ones.

I 1
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Consequently the effective nurneracy tutor is someone who helps the student to
understand the basic concepts, while simultaneously providing the student with a
context in which numerical problems occur.

Styles of provision
Numeracy students may have access to more than one style of tuition. In some areas
they will be able to choose any learning situation, in others they will have a more
restricted choice.

The main choices an!:

group work

open Learning and drop in

basic skills support od vocationally and occupationally related teaching

maths work as part of other support and advice debt counselling, health advice,
supporting parents.

Group work
There are both advantages and disadvantages for students learning in a group. The
advantages include:

cooperation and mutual support amongst members of the group

realisation that others share similar problems and experiences

the opportunity to discuss topical subjects and to pool ideas.

The main disadvantage in group work tends to he the difficulty in coping with the
range of abilities and knowledge within any one group. Some tutors who have
previously taught literacy very successfillly in groups sometimes find it hard to come
to terms with the fact that it is not possible to accommodate difkrent ability
levels in numeracy groups in quite the same way as it is in a literacy group.
Nevertheless, it is possible to design a group session centred around one specific topic
if enough material is available to meet a wide variety of needs. Examples of this
approach will he discussed in Chapter 5.

Some tutors plan sessions around individual work, encouraging students to work on
a variety of skills and topics, according to individual need. They pull the whole class
together for a group activity at some time in the session. Others may alternate group
and individual sessions. It is important, however, to ensure that in a group situation
all individual needs are addressed, both in terms of the skills that students wish to
acquire, and of the contexts in which they wish to acquire them.

10
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Open learning and drop-in
Many adult education centres and colleges now contain basic skills open learning
centres. There is cmsiderable variance in methods and approaches among the centres,
hut by and large they are characterised by the following katures:

planned individual tutorials

easy access to materials and resources

emphasis on supported independent learning

access to new technology

flexible opening times.

In addition, many offer:

distance learning

short coursec

discussion groups.

The use of computer assisted learning in open learning centres has become one of their
most notable successes, as many students are attracted by the opportunity to use
Information technology as an integral part of their learning programme.

Open learning has raised the profile of basic skills in many areas, and has certainly
affected the development of the basic skills curricu' um. It has also been successful in
reaching many students who may not have otherwise been attracted by more
traditional forms of provision. The more successful schemes offer a wide range of
opening times and support students through efficient administrative and record-
keeping procedures.

Learning support

The main aim for someone on a vocational course who is experiencing problems with
basic skills may simply to ht able to cope with the demands of that course. Colleges
and training organisations offer several forms of learning support to students on
mainstream courses:

Learning support units, drop-in workshops or open learning centres may provide
vocationally related basic skills support.

Basic skills specialists may he timetabled to work alongside subject specialists,
double stalling selected classes. They may also work cooperatively with vocational
lecturers in identifying students with basic skills needs and discussing methods,
appr Aches, syilabuses and materials.

"1 3
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Basic skills support can be integrated into the course programme, either because
it is a constituent part of the course, as it is in many Youth and Adult Training
Schemes, or as a result of specific needs recognised by vocational tutors and/or
senior management.

In some institutions addressing students' basic skills needs is seen as a staff
development issue for all staff. Some colleges are offering vocational lecturers the
opportunity to take a City and Guilds qualification in teaching basic skills
(928213/4), customised to the requirements of students on vocational courses.

Addressing basic skills in other contexts
Not everyone with basic skills needs attends any kind of learning institution, whether
basic skills, vocational or academic: in fact, it is only the minority who do. What
happens however, if a health authority wishes to run a campaign targeted at the most
disadvantaged sections of the local community, hut many people in that community
have basic skills problems that interfere with the reception of the messages that the
authority is attempting to convey? Debt counsellors could face similar problems in
dealing with their clients' problems, as could schools attempting to involve parents in
do eloping their children's skills. In cases such as these it may he possible for basic
skills specialists to advise and cooperate with the organisations wishing to convey a
message, by looking at their publicity and methods of displaying information. For
e \ample, a numeracy specialist might advise a health authority intent upon publishing
various facts and figures relating to heart disease.

1 4
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Case Studies

This chapter includes four profiles of students from diverse backgrounds and with
different mathematical backgrounds and needs. The case studies will be used in later
chapters as a means of illustrating various teaching techniques, styles and approaches.
Although it is impossible to illustrate every scenario and student problem you are
likely to encounter, these examples should serve to illustrate some of the different
approaches and methods you may find useful.

Case Study 1: NADIA

Nadia is twenty-four and has been unemployed since she left school. She is studying part-time

on a car mechanics course at a college of further education, which she hopes will lead to
employment opportunities.

Nadia is highly motivated, and is trying to improve her numerical skills by attendance at an open

learning centre. Like many young people in this country she expresses negative feelings in
regard to her experiences of learning mathematics at school:

"I didn't like to ask for help as the teacher was always so busy. When I did get help, I often found

there were so many thOgs I didn't understahd that it was very hard to grasp the particular thing

the teacher was explakting."

Nadia finds the flexibility of the open learning centre helpful in the context of her course. The
initial assessment, conducted in the Centre, indicated that the course's mathematical content
was causing her considerable difficulty her numerical ability had not been assessed on entry.

Her lecturers had assumed knowledge of formulae and algebraic expressions when in fact she

was still struggling was decimals and fractions.

"I feel much more confident that I can complete my course now. I enjoy attending the open
teaming centre and for the first time in my life I actually enjoy studying maths!"

15
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Case Study 2: ESTHER

Esther is 43, was born in Trinidad and came to this country at the age of 7 where she found it

hard to adjust to a different educational system. She is married, with three adult children. Esther

has had a part-time job as a nursing auxiliary in a hospital for ten years, but finds now that she

has more time on her hands, and would like to widen her educational horizons. Rumours of
potential redundancies at the hospital have given her an additional impetus to extend her skills

and enhance her employability. She enjoys making her own clothes.

In addition to the disruption to her education caused by the move to the UK, Esther had an
illness at the age of nine which meant that she missed nearly eight months of school. In some

subjects she was able to catch up, but not in mathematics.

"Before I became il l enjoyed maths classes, but aftenvards I never really understood what was

going on."

Esther is currently attending a 'fresh start' course with the stated aim of progressing to an
access course. The course has four hours of nurneracy provision, which the tutor devotes to
both group sessions, often of topical interest, and to individual learning sessions.

Case Study 3: MATTHEW

Matthew is 51, and lives in a housing estate in Hanngey. He is widowed and has a married
daughter who lives locally, and a teenage son who lives at home. He has three grandchildren
whom he would like to help with their homework. Since losing his wife he likes to get out as much

as he can, and is trying to improve his level of educational achievement through attending
numeracy and literacy classes. He is interested in cookery, and has thought about operating his

own small catering business.

Matthew left school at the age of fourteen without any qualifications. He struggled in classes
and became adept at disguising his problems with basic skills. On leaving school he got a job in

a factory where he worked until it closed in the early eighties. Since then he has been employed

intermittently as a gardener, but is finding this increasingly difficult as he has severe back
problems. His weaknesses in basic skills have affected his self-confidence, and it is for this

reason, rather than for any chance of improving his employment prospects, that he is attending

classes.

The local college provides a range of basic skille classes, enabling Matthew to select literacy
and numeracy classes appropriate to his needs. He was placed in a group studying for the

foundation level of Numberpower.

"1 was greatly relieved to &id nearly everyone else in the group had the same kind of problems

as me! 1 never feel stupid when I ask for help, like 1 felt at school!"
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Case Study 4: MESFIN

Mesfin is 21 and came to England with his sister as a refugee from Somalia three years ago. He

learns quickly, but his education was disrupted by the war. He speaks English reasonably
fluently, but has trouble with more specialised and technical vocabulary. He has attended ESOL

classes in his borough, and made sufficient progress to feel that he could progress to a
vocational course.

Mesfin is currently following a carpentry course, potentially leading to an NVQ Level 2. The NVQ

does not itself demand numerical skills, but many of the skills taught in the classroom and the

workshop presume knowledge of fractions, metric measurement, areas and perimeters and
simple geometry. Mesfin has a basic knowlege of maths, but needs help in these areas as well

as with mathematical terminology.

There are several students with similar needs in numeracy, whilst at least three of these students

have language difficulties. The building department operates a drop-in workshop run by a
lecturer who himself has taught on carpentry courses. Many of the students attending are
entered for City and Guilds Numeracy examinations, although it is possible that Numberpower

may be used in the future. Mesfin is currently attending the workshop.

"Sometimes I don't understand the explanations the lecturer is giving. It is really helpful to be
able to work at the problem at my own speed".

_ 17
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3
Assessment, Evaluation and
Record Keeping

This chapter looks at some of the methods used to assess students, both when they join
provision and in reviewing progress during .heir course of study. It examines what it
is that we are trying to assess, and mv the assessment can aid the process of
negotiating a learning programme. It emphasises the importance of keeping individual
records, and of planning lessons. It also discusses how tutors can evaluate their own
teaching.

Assessment
The initial interview and assessment can be the foundation upon which rests students'
success or failure. If it is done well, the students will feel more confident about joining
a class, and more positive about their prospects. You may find that you are not the
person who conducts the initial assessment, rather you will be given information about
a particular student on joining the class. Alternatively you may find, as for example.
a personal or key tutor in an open learning centre, that you are the one conducting both
the initial interview and the assessment. Whatever the case, it is important to
understand the assessment process and its implications for learning.

Some schemes will separate the initial interview from assessment. while others will
conduct them at the same time. An initial interview will:

inform students about the different schemes and classes available

offer advice and guidance

enable students to identify wider needs and goals

allow students the opportunity to express anxieties and ncgative past experiences
of learning mathematics.

The environment selected for this purpose should be as private. comfortable and non-
threatening as possible. It is important to remember to construct a dialogue with the
student, who should be active partner in identifying and discussing their goals, and
in negotiating an appropriate learning programme.

16
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The initial assessment
It is important that all students are assessed at the beginning of a programme so that
they can be placed in suitable provision, where a choice of learning and accreditation
opportunities are offered, and so that a learning programme can be tailored to their
individual needs. Effective assosment will demonstrate to both the tutor and the
student:

the student's strengths and weaknesses

any underlying problems that may affect learning

possible problems in understanding key numerical concepts

a suitable starting point for a learning programme.

Possible underlying problems that may he picked up at this stage if they have not
already been identified at the initial interview include:

difficulties with language, either because the student has literacy needs, or because
they are a speaker of other languages. Dyslexic students may invert numbers in the
same way they do letters

any kind of learning difficulty

visual or auditory difficulties.

There is no one standardised method that tutors use to assess students: some schemes
employ a comprehensive assessment package, whereas others rely on a verbal question
and answer session. The better models recognise that any kind of situation that
reminds students of l'ormal testing procedures is likely to provoke anxiety and inhibit
performance.

The initial assessment should reveal both strengths and weaknesses. It should
indicate competences that students have already acquired, and should enable them to
select others which they wish to achieve. Al .RSU has developed a list of competences,
published as The ALBS(' Standards fiw Basic Skills Students and Trainees, which may
assist in this process. A student may, for example, wish to learn how to measure
\tvights and volumes, which can be matched to this competence listed in the
Standards,

"Measuring Weights and Volumes in Everyday Situations" 'nits 7 and 11 1.

The Standards provide the framework for the Certificate in Numeracy Skills
Numberpower, ), accredited by City and Guilds (see Chapter 4), and can he used to

focus student achievement in a form which can he used to gain a qualification.
The case studies provide examples of the use of diffilent assessment procedures.

'1 9
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Matthew

It became evident to the tutor assessing Matthew that lack of confidence in his own
abilities was a major problem for him. In order to put him at his ease the tutor talked
to him about some everyday situations in which he was likely to use numerical skills,
for example in working out shopping hills and checking his change. In this way she
was able to show Matthew that he could in fact carry out some numerical operazions.
Further discussion elicited the face that Matthew felt nervous about the prospects of
doing written "sums", stating that he felt he could add and subtract simple numbers
("when you don't have to borrow"1, hut that was all.

Rather than make Matthew do an assessment activity thai would reinforce his
feelings of inadequacy, the tutor wrote down a couple of simple problems for Matthew
to solve. As it sounded as if Matthew could perform simple addition, the tutor wrote
down two or three problems that he would probably he able to complete successhilly.
and consequently receive a boost to his confidence. Subsequently the tutor gradually
increased the difficulty of each problem. until it became apparent that Matthew would
struggle if assessment progressed. As the tutor thought that Matthew might benefit
from working towards the foundation level of Numberpower she gave him an activity
from AI,I3SU's .Isscssmou Pack.

Nadia

Nadia brought an assignment set by a mechanics lecturer with her to the open learning
centre. The assignment involved the use of complex formulae and numbers given to
four places of decimals. Discussion between Nadia and her tutor revealed that
although Nadia thought that she had understood decimals and fractions at school, she
was not sure how much she remembered. Nadia was obviously highly motivated, and
accustomed to written assessments on her car mechanics course. so the tutor fa it
acceptable to give Nadia a more substantial written activity.

The tutor chose this form of assessment, rather than series of written tasks, because
she felt it would not resemble a formal test.

At the end of this activity the tutor and Nadia discussed the results, and between
them developed a learning programme for the immediate future.

Leaning plans
Students need a learning plan w hether they are part of a group, or learning at their own
pace (in an open learning centre, for example). A study programme which takes
account of each person's individual abilities, needs, interests and aspirations will help
ensure that the student feels adequately supported, motivated and that there is a sense
of direction to their studies. In a group situation students will feel that their personal
needs are being catered for, while students working in a less structured environment
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PROGRAMME OF WORK
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should feel secure in the knowledge that their learning is focused. A learning plan
should encourage students to be less dependent on their tutor, as they should know

beforehand of areas to he covered, and guidance abou: resources which may assist

t hem.
An individual action plan should:

encourage independent learning

he informed by both initial and on-going assessment

assist in identifying needs and goals

be relevant to the learner's expressed needs and goals

break down learning into achievable "steps"

he both understandable and coherent

not be over ambitious, as this may he intimidating and reinforce feelings of

inadequacy

be reviewed on a regular basis.

Matthew and his tutor discussed his needs and aims. The tutor felt that the fact that

he could work out shopping bills and check his change was a good starting point, and
she suggested a rime of activities that would consolidate and extend these skills. She

then suggested a little work with addition and subtraction problems, gradually
increased in complexity. Subsequently, she suggested further work on applying

addition and subtraction to other contexts. As Matthew was thinking of working

towards the foundation stage of Numberpower, his tutor also suggested assignments

which would meet the performance criteria.
Esther's initial discussion and assessment had highlighted the fact that as her long

term aim was to be a teacher, and as she needed to either gain at least a "C" grade at
GCSE mathematics or pass an entry test set by a teacher training institution, she
required an intensive programme that would give a sound grounding in numerical

concepts.
Both Mesfin and Nadia were following vocational college courses, so their action

plans concentrated on developing numerical skills in context. In cases such as these the

tutor has two jobs:

to assist the students in identilYing th,:ir mathematical strengths and weaknesses

to plan activities Thich will facilitate and reinforce the acquisition of skills in an

appropriate vocational context.
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NUMERACY SELF ASSESSMENT

Name Na_ctick-

Look at the following problems. Tick the box which applies to you:

Easy Hard
I need a little

help with

1. If you spend 25p and 46p. how

much do you spend altogether? 17
2. 406 +

279
17-

3. How much change do you get

from £20 if you spend £12?

4. 78

23 V
5. 204

197 V
6. How much do three 24p stamps

cost altogether? V'
7. 56 x

5 /
8. 34 x

27 V
9. If you share £24 among four people.

how much does each get? V

10. 208 + 4 = 9 /'
11. 364 - 14 = ? V

22 24



NUMERACY - SELF ASSESSMENT - Page 2

Easy Hard
I need a little

help with

11. Write 2 678 043 in words

12. Convert 3.45 pm to the 24 hour

clock

13. How much is 2046 to the

nearest 100?

14. Two pieces of cloth measure

2.4 metres and 0.95 metres.

What is their total length?

15. 7

0.67

V
V

V
V
V

16. 0.23 x 0.6 =

17. 3.5 + 0.7 =

18. If you earn E200 per week, how

much extra do you get if you

receive an no pay rise?

19. Work out the VAT on a £34

restaurant bill

20. 3/1 + 2/7 =

21. 2/3 x 2/8 =

22. Are you familiar with the metric system of

(metres, grams, litres, etc)?
.....

V
V

1/..

V
V
V--

measurement

Yes/No/A little
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Planning lessons
A lesson will only he effective if it is thoroughly prepared and planned. It is equally
important that the plan for one specific class should relate to an overall scheme of work
lOr the group if appropriate ) and for the individuals comprising it. It may help to
concentrate on developing the overall scheme first, as then you may find the individual

plan has a clearer kus.
It may help to take into account:

hwat exactly you wish the students to achieve

how this relates to .our broader scheme or syllabus

the disparate needs of individual students

the pace and type of activity

methods of ensuring group interaction, whilst allowing people to acquire skills at
their own speed

the resources and materials you may need

the physical environment you will he working in.

The students in Esther's class vary greatly in their ability to handle numbers yet their
tutor is concerned to promote group discussion and mutual support. The crux of the
problem fOr the tutor is how exactly to plan a session involving the whole group while

meeting the needs of individuals. In the event, as everyone could at least add and
subtract. the tutor decided to look at number of restaurant menus. and ask students
to calculate different bills. Students who encountered difficulty with multiplication
were given additional supportive material, while more advanced students worked out

VAT. service charges and relative value for money of particular restaurants.

Records of work
It is vital that accurate records are kept of students' work: it will also encourage
students to he more independent if they keep their own records. It is much easier for
both the tutor and the student to check progress if a clear account of the student's work
is available, especially in a situation where a student has more than one tutor. This
being said, you will find it no easy task to persuade many students to complete records
at the end of each session, and you will need to convince them of its importance. Such
an opportunity often presents itself during a progress review session, as it is often
difficult for a student to recall exactly those activities undertaken in the preceding
period if there is no readily available, concise evidence of their achievements. You may
also find it of assistririce to keep your own records, of both groups and individual
activities.
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WORK RECORD

M kotaereS
Name

Title of work Number
Date

begun

Date

finished
CommeNs

Tutor's

comments

ingrAttluditM
+0 A4d1-0+A

40
So

(911-193 .6141'13 3-use ,,i31.k t .1.1e7 412"teci

MA welt .

Moita.

ciSSns n rnamil

50
70

2G141q3 8)51613 I wad mare
.

P-roxki Le

TT pfac:tist4:9
some at tP121.12.

skals. wham_

4.4 90 6"0449

Comments you can write:

Too easy Just right Too hard Interesting Boring

I need more practice The instructions were too hard to understand
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It should be emphasised that the numbers of pieces of paper that students use as
guides should he kept to a minimum a learning plan and record of work are quite
sufficient, and can even he combined if space is allocated on the plan for dates and
comments. Obviously the initial interview and assessment will require more
paperwork, hut on a daily basis there is no reason for overloading a student with
unnecessary paper.

Evaluating your teaching
Even experienced numeracy teachers sometimes get it wrong! It is possible to
misjudge the degree of competence, motivation or interest in a specific topic held by
a group or individuals. Most teachers have had the demoralising experience of
carefully preparing a lesson and designing thoughtful and detailed materials which are
not appreciated by their recipients! The good news is that this happens less frequently
as you yourself develop in skills and confidence. It also helps to evaluate your lessons
regularly, so that you can analyse their relative good and had points.

Questions to ask include:

Are the stated objectives of the lesson being met?

Did the lesson appear to involve and interest students of all abilities?

V'ere the pace and activities varied enough?

Was there enough time for all students to complete their tasks satisfactorily?

Were the materials and resources used easily accessible and understandable?

Did the organisation of the lesson run smoothly?

Did students appear to be working competitively, or cooperatively?

Did you feel that you had a rapport with your students?

Did you sense that students were enjoying thems. .ves, or did they appear to be
frustrated?

The last is the most subjective and arbitrary question to answer, yet you will probably
develop a sensitivity to students' emotional responses that will guide you in evaluating
your performance, and in consolidating your expertise.
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4 Progress and Accreditation

This chapter looks at how students' progress can he assessed, both in terms of
accreditation and less tangible criteria. It stresses the importance of regular progress
reviews and discusses the purposes of the types of accreditation available. especially
competence-based assessment such as Numberpower. It also looks at the problems
and opportunities facing students when thq progress.

It can he evident to a tutor that a student has made progress: you may feel that the
student has a greater kel for numbers and is finding it easier to apply a skill to a given
context. fir example. It can often, however, appear less evident to the student.
Numeracy has the advantage over literacy in that progress is often quantifiable. There
is also a more logical order in which skills are acquired which enables progress to he
checked against more specific targets. Students experiencing "maths anxiety" may
need more than the evidence of correct answers to feel they have actually made
measurable progress, as lack of confidence may affect their evaluation of their own
performance to one person three incorrect answers out of twelve may imply progress,
while another will focus on the three incorrect solutions

It is therefore important to compile a set of objectives or targets with the student
against which progress can he measured. It is often helpful to set a regular review
period, say, a five or six weekly interval, at which time students have the opportunity
to:

respond to written questions concerning progress or lack of it

discuss problems with their tutor

articulate any concerns they may have about the tuition and support they have
received

renegotiate or add to their learning programme

flag a new interest or change of direction

review progress in working towards accredited outcomes e.g. Numberpower

It may very well he the case that all or some of these items have been dealt with during
the normal course of events. The learning review acts as a safety net, to ensure that
students do not feel that they have been neglected or their needs or aspirations
overlooked.
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Name

PROGRESS REVIEW

Date

What are the main things you have learned or done in the last six weeks?

Did you cover the skills and topics you wanted to?

What did you most enjoy?

What did you feel you did best?

What would you like to practise further?

What would you like to do next?

_



1

Students should identify certain targets so that it is easier to assess whether or not

those targets have been achieved. Matthew. for example, wished to be able to check

his bills with confidence, and to have the appropriate skills in addition and subtraction

of sums of money. It is important that students understand that incorrect answers are

not necessarily symptomatic of a lack of progress. In open learning centres students are
encouraged to mark their own work, and to use the correct solution as a stimulus to

identifying their own mistakes. This practice has been adopted by many tutors in

group situations please note it is not recommended to mark students' work with a
series of ticks and crosses accompanied by a mark out of ten or twenty). It can also he

difficult to persuade students that even though they have "got the wrong answers",

they have made progress because they are using the correct methodist.
The review process may highlight a range of evidence indicating the extent of any

progress made:

students feel their own targets have been met

analysis of records of work shows a range of tasks and assignments completed at a

reasonable time scale

bot h students and tutors feel that there is sufficient evidence in a portfolio or work

to show that students have achieved a competence outlined in the AMU'
Standards or in Numberpower

students have periOrmed satisfactorily in self-assessment activities.

It is especially important that a student working in an environment with a flexible

mode of attendance, such as an open learning or drop-in centre, is reviewed on a

regular basis this also places some responsibility on the student should there have

been any hiccup in the administrative process which regulates and signals that reviews

are imminent.

Using accreditation
There is often debate amongst basic skillsspecialists about the extent to which
accreditation of any kind is beneficial to students. An element of ALBSU's quality

standards refers to the desirability of making accreditation available to all, and that is

surely where the emphasis must lie: not every student will need or want a certificate.

hut should have the opportunity to aim for one should they so desire.

Advantages tor students working towards accreditation include:

increased self-confidence as a result of certifiable achievement

increased motivation
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,itmil; ar.sauon with accreditation framework, either in respect of working towards
an examination or towards competence-based certification

improvement in study skills

enhanced opportunities for progression.

An additional factor which may weigh with students educated in other countries is that
working towards a certificate in basic skills may very well help them to adapt to
practices and procedures commonly adopted by examining and validating bodies in
this country.

There are disadvantages, in that some students may find any kind of formal
assessment process stressful. This is especially true of exams, but can also he true of
competence-based assessment. The constraints of a syllabus or list of competences
may deter exploration of other paths, while not all certificates possess "currency" with
employers, colleges or training bodies.

Types of accreditation
There are two main routes that students can take to gain certification, namely by
passing an examination, or by compiling evidence. usually in a portfolio of completed
assignments, that they have reached a specified standard. Various examining bodies
offer numeracy, including City and Guilds. the Royal Society of Arts ( RSA) and the
Associated Examining Board ( AE131. Many institutions specialising in basic skills also
offer a GCSE in mathematics to adults, providing what may be a more supportive
environment in which adults can learn than that provided by a typical college course
geared to school leavers.

The most common form of competence-based assessment that you are likely to
encounter is Numberpower (City and Guilds which correlates to the ALBSU
Standards. It is offered at three levels: foundation, and stages one and two. It
emphasises the kind of numerical competence people are likely to require in their
everyday lives. whether at home, at work or while studying on a vocational course at
college.; This approach can mean that students can accumulate evidence by means
other than by completing a worksheet in the classroom. Mesfin, for example,
measured off pieces of timber in the workshop in order to make a cabinet. This was
observed by his vocational tutor, while his numeracy tutor \vas able to see the finished
product.

Numberpower is organised into an accreditation framework such that each stage is
divided into units, which in turn are divided into elements. Each unit is presented in
a specific format:

a description, which gives a general account of the competence in question

performance criteria, which set out the standards by which activities will be
assessed
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the range, which indicates the kind of calculations and activities acceptable,
examples of contexts, and sources of evidence (such as performance in the
workshop)

underpinning knowledge and understanding. which maps the skills that students
will need to have in order to acquire the competence.

Description

This unit is concerned with the processes of planning

the use of available money and time and keeping

basic records.

Range

Types of money: pounds and pence (sterling).

Types of transactions: finding the cheapest of a

maximum of five items with different costs but the

same base unit, i.e. in terms of volume and capacity

(e.g. different brands of soap powder in E4 packets,

different brands of beer priced per pint. mineral water

priced per litre).

Example contexts

Shopping.

Optional aids: calculator, ready reckoner.

Source of evidence

Performance in the workplace. in personal work

projects or through projects/assignmentsi

simulations over a period of time, supported by

personal report and witness testimony.

Element 21: Select goods by price

Performance criteria

a) All items are checked that they have the same

base unit.

b) The cheapest item is identified.

Underpinriing knowledge and
understanding

Unit 21 - Select goods by price

Students/trainees will be expected to know:

place value of amounts of money

place value of numbers

coins and notes and their value

base units: volume, capacity

key words/abbreviations: litres I. centilitres cl

how to read amounts of money in figures

how to put amounts of money in order of value

how to read base units: volume/capacity

how to check base units to make sure they are the

same

l'his format is also that used in the framework fin. National Vocational Qualifications
NVQs,. This can help a student's progression from basic skills provision to a

vocational course. NVQs break down the skills which underpin an occupation into
their constituent parts, and can increasingly he matched to Numberpower and
Wordpower competences.

General National Vocational Qualifications i GNVQs contain a core skills
component, which comprises communication skills, numeracy and information
technology. The communication skills and numeracy are couched in similar terms to
those used lw \Vordpower and Numberpower, and in many cases are directly
comparable.

Progression

Many basic skills tutors assist their students in developing their basic skills to such a
level as to increase their prospects of progressing to employment or onto another
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course. There can however, be a number of hurdles placed in students' way before
they can progress:

Some jobs and courses demand qualifications that students may not have.

Basic skills qualifications may not constitute "currency" with employers or course
tutors.
There may he negative perceptions of students originating from basic skills
provision.

Students may not wish to progress, if they feel safe and secure in a familiar
environment.

Students may not have study skills adequate to cope with a particular course.

There can he inadequate support for students who may continue to have basic
skills needs even if they do move on.

Students may move from a fairly safe and secure environment to a more
competitive one.

It may be difficult for adult students to come to terms with being part of a group
dominated by younger people.

There may he entry tests.

Not all of these problems are easily surmountable, hut there are Some ways in which
students' paths can be smoothed:

Achieving Numberpower and Wordpower can boost a student's confidence, and
enable them to move to an NVQ course more easily.

,:aw Iet..er or not they achieve accreditation, presenting a portfolio of well-organised
work can impress interviewers.

Courses may offer accreditation of prior learning as an alternative to formal
qualification.

Availability of sound educational and careers advice and guidance can assist
students considerably.

Basic skills tutors can assist students in preparing for entry tests.

Basic skills tutors can assist students applying for specific courses or occupations
by ensuring learning programmes and content are focussed on students' long term
goals.

Availability of learning support while studying another subject can considerably
affect students' chances of successful outcomes.

Existence of pre-vocational and course preparation programmes may benefit
st udents.

Courses specifically geared to adults (e.g. "Access" courses or engineering courses
for women returners ) can provide more supportive environments fr adult
learners.
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5 Methods and Approaches

This chapter explores the kinds of topics and skills that could be used with students
at different levels, as in the case studies. It also suggests a possible order in which topics
could be covered and indicates some of the factors that you may have to take into
consideration.

Order of teaching
The basic dilemma for a numeracy tutor relates to the way in which a skill is

introduced: should you start with the skill, or with an application? There is no simple
answer to this question that will be appropriate to every situation, nor is it necessarily
desirable that all tutors should use the same methods. It is important, however, that
students are not developing skills divorced from the contexts in which they are likely
to encounter them in everyday life. This can be an issue for tutors working with
students in an open learning or drop-in environment, where it is sometimes hard to
wean students from the practice of completing endless pages of -sums- (or "number-
crunching- t. This is where the individual learning plan assumes significance, and
where it is important to address individual needs and concerns, while at the same time
providing a range of quality resources and materials which stimulate interest.

It is often the case that a student will present a problem or interest from which you
can extract the mathematical content. You may find, however, that dealing with the
skill in question is problematic, in that it presupposes mathematical knowledge which
the student may not possess. For example a student on a catering course studying
nutrition may be given data relating to nutritional composition ()floods in percentages:
a problem if the student does not understand the concept of parts of whole numbers.

A group session is very ()lien better structured around a practical application, with
supplementary exercises and materials suitable for a range of abilities. \That may not
be evident however, is that in many cases it is not desirable to select a topic on a
arbitrary basis: mathematic skills are usually taught in a specific order. as one concept
builds upon knowledge of another.

You will often encounter students who can perlorm mechanical functions without
any real understanding of the underlying numerical concept. This can lead to
problems when .ou ask the student to perform more complex calculations or when
discussing which particular skill is applicable to specific context. The most common
problem of this nature that you will discover is that a lack of understanding of place
value. This may be demonstrated through a student:
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misaligning an addition or subtraction problem

being unable to estimate or "round ofr numbers

forgetting to "carry.' numbers to another column or placing the carried number in
the wrong column

kgetting to add a zero during the second line of long multiplication.

This will become more of a problem for students when they try grouping parts of
numbers into tenths, hundredths. etc. without an understanding of place value to
whole numbers.

When children are taught place value at school. teachers often employ various
physical resources, such as counters, to illustrate grouping of numbers into multiples
of ten. This is a little harder with adults, as such activities will be perceived as
"childish-. and may deter rather than encourage. It soon became clear to Maureen's
tutor that she had very little understanding of place value. so she decided to use some
of the introductory exercises in The Niancracy Pack' by Diana Cohen and Sandy Black
see page 36 .. She also discussed money with hcr. using coins as examples of numbers

grouped into multiples of ten. This helped, as Maureen was familiar with the idea of
'value' assigned to different notes and coins. The tutor did have to tread carelblly at
this stage however, as it is possiblv to appear to be condescending if the subiect is not
treated sensitively enough.

Esther's tutor Was faced with a similar problem. but with a generally more
advanced group, she needed to ensure that all students understood the concept before
progressing to more complex tasks. She decided first of all to introduce students to the
history of numbers and mathematics, demonstrating that origins of mathematics are
not grounded in the Western European cultural tradition. and also provoking
discussion of different systems of grouping numbers, and the reasons for using groups
based on multiples of ten. She then made use of an approach which enabled students
to focus on both decimal and whole numbers, by placing a series of numbers in
appropriate columns.

Introduction. or reinforcement of the concept of place value, should he followed bv
NI:ills taught in the following order:

1. Addition (especially of money).

2. Subtraction (especially of money).

3. Multiplication (both simple and long).

4. Division (both simple and long).

5. Estimation and "rounding-off numbers.

6. Decimals (some tutors may introduce
fractions first).

7. Fractions.

8. Conversion between fractions and
decimals.

9. Percentages.

10. Areas, volumes, perimeters.

11. Ratios.

12. Averages.
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Place Value

2

4 4 4
This 2 means This 2 This 2

200 means means
20 2 units

Count the squares to check.

222 = 2 hundreds + 2 tens + 2 units

We say: Two hundred and twenty-two.

hom WM1 thl' Pat k. .11.1?St'
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The twenty-four hour clock can he introduced at any time once students can add and

subtract, although questions involving addition and subtraction of hours and minutes

are often demanding. Metric and imperial measurement can be introduced when

students have a fair understanding of decimals, and in the case of imperial
measurement, fractions of quantities, although very simple measurement can he
introduced at an earlier stage, especially if students are not likely to progress to

working with decimals.
You may find it beneficial to introduce simple bar charts at an early stage, as these

will provide illustrative material for a number of topics, and they are relatively simple

to interpret. Line graphs, pictograms and pie charts may have to wait until students
understand how to use parts of numbers and how to use scales. Maps can be

introduced at any stage, although any activity necessitating an understanding of scale

and direction is probably better left till a later stage.
It should he emphasised that it is very important, both when giving an oral

exidanation, and when developing written materials, to break the concepts down into

small enough "steps". You may find students are floundering unless you ensure that

there are no gaps in your explanation. Obviously the more advanced students arc, the

fiswer the stages you will need to break skills into, hut even the more numerically

competent student will suffer from inadequate explanations and examples.

Addition
Matthew's tutor started with the premise that he would be more comfortable relating

to situations she could already deal with. As there were several other people in the

group at a similar level the tutor decided to structure her initial lessons around a
discussion of an activity from the foundation level of Numberpower. She encouraged

students to discuss how they worked out shopping hills, several of whom stated that

they counted on from the first number. For example, a student adding 6p to 18p,
counted six units forwards from eighteen to arrive at the answer.

What all students who struggle with written addition 'sums' have in common, is the

inability to tbrm mental number bonds when perkming a calculation. People who
calculate efficiently do not have to spend time working out "nine plus four", for

example. as the answer is already part of that person's conceptual repertoire. Clearly

it is important for students without the facility to make use of such number bonds to

develop one by taking the opportunity to practice their skills as much as possible.

Again it is advisable that the student tackles as many problems of this nature as

possible, while a range of different applications is explored.
Aker the group had explored methods of addition, and the tutor had given students

the opportunity to pradise their skills, she encouraged them to look at a range of
situations where they might have to use addition, and to explore the use of different

words and terms to signal when addition should be used I note: this may also be an

issue for students with language needs, even if they add pertectly ).
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Terms which indkate addition:

plus

add

t added to

and

total of

sum of

increase by.

In subsequent lessons the tutor wenton to more complex addition problems, ensuring
that she covered the following stages thoroughly and gradually:

addition of single numbers with total of under 1(1

addition of single numbers totallMg over I()

addition of double numbers with total of over 10 no carrying

addition of double numbers with total of over I 0 :carrying to one column

addition of double numbers with total ofover 10 carrying to other columns

au,...1,6 t.on with noughts, e.g. 301 +

addition of more than two numbers.

Matthew progressed through the first three stages without difficulty. but at this stage
some of his answers were incorrect.

Matthew w as able to handle money in some everyday situations, as were most or the
other students in his class. Most students found that coping with financial paperwork
was much more burdensome, however. Understanding the use of money is a vital
prerequisite to successfill functioning in our society, and the tutor spent most of the
time during her initial encounters with Matthew's class ensuring that all students
were familiar with the basics of our monetary system, including:

making payments with coins, notes

working out costs of shopping bills

checking change

budgeting

checking bills and invoices.

38
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Planning a weekly budget

Skills you need before you begin:

Understanding of pounds and pence.

+ money amounts up to £150.00.

PERSONAL
FINANCES

Jane works os o C:erical assistant ono lives at home with her parents

Her weekly budget looks like this

'w,:nding M.Th.%

C2.00

JJ F.-111r7

1 tampon

EISA

ti20.00

Add Jane's financial commitments together to find out her weekly lake home pay.

You may use a calculator.

Jane has lust had a pay rise of Li 5.00 per week.

Make uP Jane s new weekly budget in the same format as above.

You con use this for Numbeipower Foundation Unit 2 Element 2

',III I hi .1,1en»1011 Mit k..11.BNI.
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planning expenditure

converting between pounds and pence

writing amounts of money correctly

comparing prices.

To this list Esther's tutor also added the fbllowing:

using decimalised currency

calculating shared payments

working out which purchase gives the best value (is a hulk purchase necessarily
better value?)

selecting investment and credit arrangments.

Using a calculator
You will probably often hear students express the opinion that using a calculator is
"cheating". A calculator can he an invaluable tool. however, enabling students to
check their work as they progress, alleviating the chore of working out long
calculations, and allowing them to concentrate on developing new skills. rather than
spending lengthy periods on repetitive tasks. Matthew did not know how to use a
calculator. and had to he shown. Obviously one of the greatest drawbacks Ibr the
numerically inexperienced user is that it is not easy to discover if you have made a
mistake: that requires estimation skills which may not he developed until a later stage.
Matthew's tutor suggested that he always repeat any calculation, and that wherever
possible he compared answers with another student.

Esther's tutor demonstrated the use of the memory functions in enabling the user
to handle more complex calculations. She also explained the fact that calculators will
always omit final noughts after a decimal point, which may cause the unwary to make
mistakes when dealing with money. l3oth students were given assignments which
exercised their ability to use a calculator efficiently. At a later stage Esther's tutor
planned to show her group how to use the percentage key.

Subsequently the tutor explored a variety of applications relevant to each stage of
the addition process, gradually introducing a number of assignments relating both to
the ALBSU Standards and to the Foundation Stage of Numberpower. .-1s she was
trying to avoid the continuous use of paper-based activities, she used a number of
board and card games aimed at stimulating students' use of number bonds, by
matching answers to problems, for example:

Match the
value of the

"dominoes"
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Other activities can be based on variations of "Snap-, "Bingo" or other familiar games
where values are assigned or running totals (such as scores) are kept.

The tutor used Matthew's interest in cookery to devise appropriate assignments for
him, such as calculating calorie totals of particular meals, or pricing menus.

Esther's tutor wished to ensure that all students in her group could add efficiently,
although most were able to handle addition in most normal situations. She introduced
a range of assignments which related to Stage I of the Standards (see examples on
pages 42-44). She also showed students how to handle lists of figures by finding
numbers totalling ten:

25

38

73

47

92

55 -4(

1 1

At this stage Esther's tutor decided to introduce more complex monetary applications
as she felt that most people in the group would soon he ready to work on decimals. She
explained the use of the decimal point both in separating pounds from pence, and in
separating whole numbers from parts of numbers. The assignments that she used with
students made use of both more complex and longer addition problems than those
used by Matthew's tutor. As she wished to familiarise students with the use of
computers in assisting mathematical learning, she initiated students in the use of
simple spreadsheets to perform calculations.

Subtraction
Matthew's tutor now encountered a problem commonly faced by numeracy tutors:
students in her class already familiar with subtraction had learned several methods of
performing the same task. There was also a number who could not subtract at all. In
such a case it is crucial to allow students to make use of what skills they do have to

do otherwise can hoth affect confidence and lead to confusion. It is equally important
to standardise the approach that you use with students new to the subject, and to
ensure that the method selected is commonly employed in published materials and the
school curriculum (as many parents wish to be able to assist their children ). You mav
find however, that you have to try more than one way of explaining something. should
the student fail to grasp your original explanation.
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GOING ON HOLIDAY
You've got £200 and you are planning to
Brighton.

Hiring a caravan for one week costs
Coach
Food
Drinks
Eating out at a restaurant with a friend

Work out the total for your plan.

Check if you allocated suitable amounts of

Change your plan if necessary to keep within

Will there be any money left for unexpected

Make a note of the spending on this holiday.

Record each item and the total.

111
NOTES

go on holiday to

£80
£15
£40
£25
E15 each

money for each item.

your budget.

situations?

HOLIDAY SPENDING RECORDS 2 P

TOTAL_



AT THE POST OFFICE

1. How much is a first class stamp?

2. How much will you pay at the post office to send two letters
first class?

3. How much is a second class stamp?

4. Find the cost of sending two second class letters?

5. How many stamps are there in the first class stamp book
and how much does it cost to buy one'?

6. How many first class stamps can you buy for £1.00?

7. How many stamps are there in the second class stamp book
and how much does it cost to buy one?

8. How many second class stamps can be bought for £1.00?
How much change will you have?

9. How much will you pay for:

(a) 4 second class stamps

(b) 5 first class stamps.

Ri podui,d ti. kind p,inn%1(in q hl no/ .I/hm. 1;a4
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Fibre in our food

1=:1 Skills you need before you begin:
c:2G1 Reading for information.

Adding.

015iir'171It% -r,r,:11Ff
117--V....:---41:1.

>"
Fibre rich foods are good for your health They fill you up. They stop constipation.They

may help prevent bowel problems like cancer of the bowel

We need 30 grams of fibre every day

v7 Look at the chart:
1,41

Plan five different menus for yourself
from Monday to Friday with enough
fibre per day.

These are some fibre-rich foods.
The figures show how many grams
of fibce each item has.
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Matthew could subtract simple numbers on paper, and had devised coping
strategies to deal with working out his change in shops based on "counting on":

To find change from 50p for an item costing 34p

50 34 =

34 + 6 (making 40) + another 10 (making 50)

Other students explained that they sometimes visualised coins in order to arrive at the
right answer, while others waited till they had the change in their hands and worked
out whether it was correct by looking at it. Most students stated that they found
difficulty in ascertaining whether or not thq were given the right change by looking
at a receipt. The tutor took the opportunity to distribute a range of receipts obtained
from shopping excursions where she had purchased fewer than four items, which were
then discussed by the group.

Terms which indicate subtraction

Minus

Less

Decrease by

Take away/from/off

Reduce by

Difference of

Also:

Questions comparing quantities such as:

How much bigger/smaller/taller/longer?

How much cheaper/more expensive?

Matthew was already able to subtract single figures, and double figures when no
borrowing was involved the tutor helped other students who were not able to
subtract at all by getting them to count back on a ruler or number line. Many students
experience difficulty when dealing with "borrowing" and Matthew was no exception.
Often people have vague memories of being taught the process at school without any
clear recollection of how exactly to carry out the procedure. Many adult students will
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have bo.n taught how to "pay hack" numbers they have "borrowed" by adding one to
the preceding column on the bottom row:

1

,5 4

2 / 8
1 6

Should the student already be familiar with this method. there is no reason to change .

but should the student either 'sic completely new to "borrowing'', or have forgouen the
principles. then it is usual to show students how to use the decomposition method:

2 1

1 8

1 6

The reason for this is that decomposition reintOrces a student's understanding of the
process of subtraction, and can be explained in terms of place value: when the one is
placed before the four in the above example we are really adding ten to four, to become
fourteen; when one is subtracted from the three, in the preceding column, we are
really taking ten away from thirty, to compensate for the ten we have already
"borrowed". This is the method that is currently used in schools.

Matthew grasped this concept easily enough, but encountered difficulty when he
started to work with larger numbers:

16 1

6 3

5 9 4
1 7 9

It k conmion 14 students to fiwget to extend the working all the way. Other common
mktake made \\ ith addition and uhttaciion are lio n opposite.
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i

I

26+
13 All digits

12 totalled

36+
59 Carryingii forgotten

45+
19 Units carried

9
--4 instead of tens

9+56=146

Uniis added to tens
place value problem

Subtracting51-
smaller digit

34
from larger

23 -avoiding
borrowing

40- Inability to deal
28 with noughts by_
22 converting to

ten

-
,

61- Forgetting to
42 complete
29 borrowing

200- Problems with
183 handling
127 noughts
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Subtracting Skills and Applications

Subtracting single numbers

Subtracting double numbers

no borrowing

Subtracting double numbers

borrowing

Subtracting larger numbers

borrowing

Subtracting from numbers

containing noughts

Checking change and receipts

Comparing heights or

distances

Working out length of fabric or

wallpaper left on a (oil after

cutting a piece off

Checking mileage on a car

Checking debit column on

bank statement

Checking price and wage

deductions

One problem wit h teaching students how to use the decomposition method is that they
often experience difficulty in dealing with noughts. It is not always easy to understand
the logic of borrowing from a nought!

3 9
14',0*

1
0

1 9 9

2 0 1

In a problem such as the one above it may help to explain the presence of the nine lo
he tens column as the result okubtracting one from lOrty hence also the presence of

the three in the hundreds column .

48
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Matthew's tutor was anxious to spend as much time on exploring contexts in which
students might use subtraction as on the mechanics of-the skill itself. As well as
discussing written receipts. she planned activities such as working out balances left in
building society or bank accounts after a withdrawal had been made. At this stage she
was reluctant to deal with decimalised amounts. because of the difficulty some
students had with dealing with whole numbers.

It is also worthwhile using similar games to the ones used to reinforce addition. The
tutor additionally used the "Smile" computer game. "Darts". which gets players to
keep a running tally of scores in a darts game. which is generated hy the computer. by
subtracting the latest total )note: students may need to be able to multiply by two or
three to work out double or treble scores: this can be avoided by subtracting a score
two to three times as necessary). Remember that this game is culturally specific. so

further explanation may be required.
Esther's tutor wished to ensure that all students in the group understood and were

able to apply subtraction methods. but she concentrated on larger numbers and
subtracting from noughts, as most students could subtract smaller amounts
adequately. Again she used spreadsheets to illustrate longer calculations and to
provide more challenging subject material.

Multiplication
Nearly every student who doesn't know multiplication tables by heart expresses a wish
to learn. For some this is possible with practice. while for others it may only he
necessary or desirable to learn how to use coping strategies. Should a student not
understand the concept of multiplication it is useful to explain it in terms of groups of
quantities I"The .Vwnerthy Pack". Diana Cohen and Sandy Black. ALBSI: contains
useful material to support learners with such needs). Many people will add a number
three times if they do not know how to multiply, and it is quite useful to get students
to carry ow a similar exercise to introduce the idea of multiplication. and to stress that
it is a less time consuming process than adding the same amount several times.

Matthew's tutor introduced the subject by referring to a restaurant menu and bill
for four people which showed the same item ordered more than once on several
occasions. She also discussed buying a quantity of the same item in a shop, and
working out how much money you would have if you had, for example. seven five
pence pieces. She showed students how to use a number square.

Encouraging students to use the square will probably highlight the patterns made
by multiplying fives and tens. It is also usually a relatively straight forward process to
get students used to multiplying by two and hy three. It can be helpful to ask students
to fill in number squares with some or all of the squares left blank, or to write down
number patterns for particular numbers:

4, 8, 12, 16, 20 7, 14, 21, 28, 35
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2314 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 2 4 6

i

8 10 12 14 16 18 20

3 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30

4 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

6 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60

7 7 14 21 28135 42 49 56 63 701

8 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80

:

9 9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90

10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

It may he ptmible to work inn multiphotion of a given number bv 4. 6 and 8 with
r&renee R) multiplying by two and 3. For example:

6 x 7 = 2 x 3 x 7

= 2 x 21

= 42

This method does rely 71 the ability to multiply double figures 121 in the example
above by two or three. however.
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There are two short cuts which may help with the nines table. The first is a paper-

based method:
6 x 9 = 6 x 10 6

= 60 6

= 54

8 x 9 =8 x 10 8

= 80 8

= 72

The second is, almost literally, a rule of thumb:

The above example illustrates mulfiphcation of nine by three by showing the third

linger held down. The two fingers before the one held down give the tens. while the

number after give the units, giving 27. This works for all numbers up to 10.

It may also help students to realise the fact that multiplication is rez-crsible. Nine

multiplied by live is equivalent to live multiplied by nine. Recognition of this can assist

students by reducing the amount of learning that they need to do: if they already know

how to multiply by numbers up to eight, then they will already have the knowledge

to multiply eight by numbers from two up to seven. Students should he reminded that

multiplying anything by nought always equals nought many forget!

I low well students progress with tables will depend on their ability to memorise

mi:rmation a problem with some students - and on their level of motivation. It is

possible to become obsessed with the need to learn them, so it should he pointed out

that students vill often become more comfortable with multiplication bonds as they

become more nun.erat,2 Most of the numerical skills that they acquire over a period

of time will reinforce their knowledge of m9hiplication tables, and even should this

prove to be difficult triere is no shame in depending on multiplication squares or

calculators.
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Multiplication Skills and Applications

Using a multiplication square

Tables (single numbers)

Multiplying numbers with more than

one digit by a single digit

(no carrying)

Multiplying larger numbers by a single

digit (carrying)

Multiplying by 10. 20, 30 ...

Multiplying by 100. 1000 ... long
multiplication (by two digits)

Long multiplication

(by more than two digits)

Working out prices of a

quantity of the same item

Working out prices of a

number of metres of cloth

or building materials

Working out cost of gas
or electricity at a given

unit cost

Calculating total cost of
credit or instalments

Calculating areas and
volumes

Matthew's t utor asked the group to calculate the cost of three stamps costin 24p each.
She explained that units were multiplied first. followed by tens. Matthew's response

24x
3

62

Ills demonstrated that he had forgotten to carry to the tens column. When she was
Lontident that Matthew and the rest of the group understood the process. the tutor
introduced a Numberpower assignment !sec page 51 1.

Terms which indicate multiplication

Times Also:

Lots of Questions such as:

The product ql_ How much are six pans «r 95p each')
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PAYING IN MONEY
AT THE BANK

You are paying in money at the bank on 5 separate occasions.

Fill in the Bank Giro Credit Slips for these accounts:

1. One £10 note and one £20 note

2. One £5 note and one £20 note

3. Two £20 notes

4. Two £20 notes and one £10 note

5. Three £20 notes and one £10 note.

1.1

1,00

0011
C001.0 11110001

BARCLAYK RANK
bank gIro crect

110,111111i 111 1,1110.11
000 111f 0 11 ,

000100 "01 0001.

1,00
KAiaLAYS KAN

10

01
00

11 00 .400060 10
,..., 1

148. 1, in,* UN 1

000
10111 (10
0000 ,0

Clg cj

Igt4I

I, I
ft/ 111 100* wont pa 1111001..

70

pn Olt if by kind prIPIAA071 ii iIi 11011.1kan. IY bolibm
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Matthew progressed fairly well to multiplication of larger numbers, although he still
had to use a multiplication square, and to multiplying by tens and hundreds. The tutor
felt that he was now ready to tackle long multiplication, which she illustrated with the
following problem:

Assume you want to carpet the living room of your house, and the carpet
costs £14 per square metre. If you need 23 square metres, how much do
you have to pay?

Before asking students to complete the problem, the tutor explained that when
multiplying by the four mf fourteen ). the digit represented the number of units. hut
when multiplying by the one. the digit represents ten, so a nought is added on the right
of the second row:

23x
14
92

230
322

The tutor then explained the importance of actually ans-xerimz tlw quevion: it is

common to respond with a number. rather than a quantity relating to the question
in this case the answer is C321.. not 322.

There are several pitfalls for the student attempting long multiplication for the first
time..

the order of operations can he confusing

some students multiply all the digits

nearly everyone forgets the noughtt slat some stage!

it is easy to forget to carry

problems set out poorly often are not solved correctly

it can he confusing to multiply numbers already containing noughts.
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Division
The main problem for many students in dealing with division is not so much the
operation itself, as recognition of the requirement to use it in the first place. It helps
to introduce the subject with a discussion about the range of situations in which
students may encounter the need to divide, emphasising the concepts of "sharing",
and grouping into equal amounts. Matthew's tutor encouraged him to think about
times when he shared an amount of money equally among his grandchildren, or had
divided quantities in a recipe into equal amounts.

Ways of writing division sums

Twelve divided by four can be written:

12 +4 or

4 TIT or

12

4

NB. Some people educated in other countries may write division problems in a

different way.

Matthew coped with simple division well. hut was then set the following problem:

Five friends eating in a cafe received a bill for £35. How much did each pay

if the bill was split equally?

Matthew's working was as follows:

7 0

le had placed the seven over the first digit , rather ihan the second, leading to the error
with the additional nought.
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Terms which indicate division

Divide by

Divide into

Shared among/between

Also:

1 (many students do not understand the difference)

Questions such as:

How many times does three go into nine?

If six stamps cost 96p. how much does one cost?

If you cut a 20m length of material into four equal pieces, how long will each piece be?

Division can also be used to calculate averages.

When she was confident that he had mastered simple division, the tutor then set
Matthew this problem:

If you buy a washing machine costing E4613 on six months interest free
credit, how much do you have to pay each month?

7 1

6)4 6 8

The working above illustrates the difficulty students sometimes have in remembering
to carry. Matthew was also beginning to struggle with estimating how many times
fort \ -six coukl he divided lw seven, as his knowledge of multiplication squares was yet
to become fluent. The tutor suggested that he use the multiplication square to "work
backwards", hut took care to indicate that he would not locate the exact answer in the
square, and would 1.-iave to find the closest number to forty-six in the sixes row that was
smaller than that number. It can he very hard for students to deal with the concept of
Larrving the remainder forward to the next digit, especially w hen dealing with larger
numbers. It can he equally difficult to deal with remainders al the end.
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AVADIEOPOVIZO 0091 (a)

Selecting Goods and Services for Price and Quality

Name Date

RISE AND SHINE

750g Sunshine Cornflakes El -64

375g Sunshine Cornflakes 85p

750g Breakfast Cornflakes El -70

375g Breakfast Cornflakes 86p

375g Crispy Cornflakes 87p

Which of the above packets of cornflakes is the best
value for money?

Remember do not use a calculator to work this out.

© Anne Tompsett.And Julie Fairhead, 1992
SurreyAdult & Continuing Education Service Page 19
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Three are three ways of dealing with final remainders:

leaving the number "left over" as it is, preceded by an "r" to denote "remainder"

converting the remainder to a fraction

converting to a decimal.

I t is often good practice to introduce the concept of decimals to deal with remainders,
as this will obviate any confusion at a later stage Esther's tutor showed her how to
use this method and showed her how to divide sums of money where calculation
extended beyond the decimal point. Matthew's tutor was a little more reluctant
however, as she thought that it might be hard for him to grasp, se she demonstrated
the first method. Generally speaking, it is not a good idea to introduce the fraction
method until you are sure students understand the concept of fractions.

Division Skills and Applications

Divide single numbers

Dividing larger numbers no carrying.

no remainders

Dividing larger numbers carrying, no

remainders

Dividing larger numbers, where noughts

are included in answer

Division with remainders

Dividing sums of money

Long division

Sharing a bill among several people

Working out monthly payments when

given a total price or annual amount

Calculating monthly income from an

annual amount

Sharing money or a quantity of a given

amount among several people

Calculating unit cost when given total

cost

Dividing fabric/wood/piping etc. into

equal quantities

Esther was able to divide simple numbers. hut experienced difficulty in dealing with
larger numbers. and with long division. The tutor set her this problem:

Fatima buys five plane tickets for her family costing £1535. How much is
each ticket? 60
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Esther attempted a solution as follows.

3 7

5) 1535

She was puzzled by the existence of the space over the last digit, which had been
occasioned by omission of the nought in the middle. This is a common mistake which
may he avoided if students are taught to attempt to divide each digit in turn and to
insert a nought if they are unable to divide. Students may also find difficulty in
dividing numbers containing noughts.

Many people have either tOrgotten, or have never been able to do long division.
Some people remember a little of the process, which can confuse them even more. In
real life the easiest way to cope with dividing by numbers larger than ten is to use a
calculator, but many students nevertheless wish to master the technique. Unless a
student has some memory of being taught, it is often helpful to forget about the formal
method that you may have learned at school: students often find the process of
"bringing down" digits confusing. It is usually advisable to treat long division in a
similar way to ordinary division:

Esther was given the following problem to solve:

The cost of a new car, including interest, is E8976. How much is each
instalment, if you have twenty-four months to pay?

3 7 4

17 9

24) 8 9 7 6

Esther found it helpful to write down multiples of twenty-four:

2 x 24 = 48

3 x 24 = 72

4 x 24 = 92

Other students may be able to estimate the number of times twenty-four ( the divison
can be divided into eight-nine and so on thqican check their guess by multiplicatiom.
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Some people may struggle with subtraction here. and can he encouraged to jot down
subtraction "sums".

Esther's tutor discussed the use of fractions to divide, for example:

Find a quarter of £280

She explained that a quarter means "divide by four". and progressed to a variety of
examples where use was made of di&rent denominators.

Both Esther's and Matthew's tutor were anxious to ensure that their students knew
exactly when to apply the various operations, and gave them the opportunity to discuss
a range of different situations calling for one or more of the four rules of number. They
also gave them longer assignments where they had to apply more than one rule to solve
a given bill for four people, involving addition. multiplication and division.

As a means of consolidating students' ability to cope with whole numbers, and lw
way of light relief. Matthew's tutor devised a "cross-number" for the students to
complete a kind of numerical crossword. with mathematical problems to solve as
clues. Esther's tutor on the other hand continued with the practice of using
spreadsheets with students.

Rounding off and estimating numbers
'l'here will be several occasions when students will find it necessary to round a number
up or down.

to perform an approximate calculation quickly

to simplify a large number

to curtail a linig decimal number

to ensure there are no more than two decimal places in an amount of money.

In practice this is a process with which students often experience difficulty. especially
as it entails a sound comprehension of the concept of place value.

Esther's tutor introduced the topic by revising place value, and by ensuring that
students understood what it meant to round a number to the nearest tell, hundred or
thousand. Particular problems thrown up lw students included:

rounding single numbers down to zero

rounding a number in the hundreds or thousands to a number (4 tens

rounding the answer to a calculation involving money to only two places of
decimals. 62
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Common mistakes made with multiplying and dividing whole numbers

20 x Noughts
3 treated as

6 3 units

36 x Mistakes

8 with

282 tables

8 5 r2 Wrong digit

4)352 carried
forward

107 x
4 Carrying

forgotten
408

5 7

5 )2535

Forgetting

to divide
each digit
in turn

49 x
23

147
98

145

Forgotten to

add nought

Forgetting to
1 7 add final

3 )510 nought

-

3 6 r16 Incorrect

18 ) 68 124 subtraction
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Working with time and the twenty-four hour clock
It is surprising that many people do not know how to cope with units of time in an
everyday situation, a difficulty which is compounded hy the increasing use or the
twenty-four hour clock. Some of the contexts which demand such knowledge include:

interpreting timetables

setting timing devices such as video recorders

working out periods of elapsed time.

HEART BEAT

Counting up the pulses.

You are asked to feel a friend's or your own pulse rate.

a. Choose suitable time units to work with.

b. Set the correct starting time.

c. Mark down the pulse rates of 3 people.

rmdli,,d In kind p-rmbsom if Shonnil .111,tn, c, of North FoNt Loridon
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Matthew's tutor referred to the ALBSU Standards in planning sessions for her group.
particularly the following list of underpinning knowledge and understanding covered
hy Unit 2.4, "planning and scheduling events":

units of time: week, days, hours, minutes, a.m., p.m., 24 hour clock and their
value

conversion of units of time: minutes hours, hours days. days weeks

timing instruments and their uses

analogue and digital equivalents

l' hour and 24 hour clock equivalents

kev words/abbreviations, e.g. minutes mins. hours hrs. a.m. and p.m.

how to read analogue/digital units of time: week, days, hours. minutes, a.m.,
p.m., 24 hour clock

how to read diary/calendar fOrmats

how to write units of time: week, day. hour

how to round lengths of time up/down

estimation and approximation of total lengths of time

how to count on length/s of time to reach a finish time

how to count hack length/s of time to reach a start time.

The tutor set Matthew the following task:

Look at the train timetable for the journey from Tottenham Hale Station to
Stansted Airport.

What time train do you need to catch if you want to be at the airport by 12
noon?

How long does the journey take?

If you are meeting a friend arriving on a plane at 12.45pm how long are you
going to have to wait until the plane arrives?

If the plane is 35 minutes late, at what time does it arrive?
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She had previously discussed the 24 hour clock with the group. Students found most
difficulty with working out periods of elapsed time, which the tutor demonstrated by
teaching them how to count backwards and forwards from a specific time. for example
by counting forward fifteen minutes to 1pm t 13.001in the above example, and then a
further twenty minutes to 1.20pm.

Successfla completion of the above assignment met the performance criteria
relating to the unit (by which it is possible to assess whether or not a student has
demonstrated competence in the areal, namely:

a units of time appropriate to the context are used

b t appropriate start and finish times are determined

c t the plan is recorded clearly to an accuracy appropriate to the context.

This also corresponds to the Foundation Stage of Numberpower. Unit 2 Element 4.
The tutor then went on to an area relating to Unit 5 of the ALBSU Standards:

Setting timing devices and timing activities in everyday situations. She asked students
to estimate the time that they took to undertake a Pumber of activities, either at work
or at home. and then to time the same procedures accurately. She then asked students
to set the video in the classroom for specific times and durations, following instructions
that she had simplified and distributed see also example material on page 64 ..

Esther's tutor also discussed the 24 hour clock with her class, but at an accelerated
pace, as most students grasped the concept quite quickly, indeed some were already
familiar with it. She looked at more complex timetables, involving more sophisticated
planning and estimation skills. She also looked at addition and subtraction of periods
of time.

Using maps and giving directions
\ lesson on maps can divert students' attention away from the more number-based
mathematical activities, which some may welcome while others fail to see its relevance
to what they perceive to count as "maths". Matthew's tutor again was guided by I be
Standards in arriving at a list of skills necessary to give and follow directions:

units of direction: left, right, north, south, east, weq

units of distance: vards/metres. miles/kilometres

social sight vocabulary

essential landmarks

estimation of distance/s

estimation of length/s of time
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I I

Work in pairs, 1 working, 1 recording time.

Situation:
Go to the workshop 5Ornm

Select a piece of timber

50 x 50mm - minimum length 1 metre. 50mm

You will also require a stop watch to record the time.

Mark off 4 pieces 50mm in length.

Set the stop watch to zero.

Select a sharp tenon saw and cut each of the 4 pieces in turn.

During each performance time how long it takes to saw each piece.

Fill in the information on the following chart.

Timber Time

Piece 1

Piece 2

Piece 3

Piece 4

N 1 2
,

N 5 1

-N 5 2

Total

un ,wtru, I . .16
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how to order information

how to read sketch maps

how to orient position and direction from a sketch map.

There Wowed a discussion on the positions of certain landmarks in the borough
relative to the college where the class was based. The tutor also asked the students to
explain how they reached the class from home in such a way that others could follow
the directions they gave. The tutor drew a sketch map of the surrounding area and
asked them to locate the places under discussion on the map. She then asked Matthew
to locate his home on the map. and give an estimate of direction from the college.

4
1

:
iNorth

:

i1

I

i1

Tb Muswell Hill

Durngford Road 1, Bus Stop :

Maths
Class

I= I
ED 4

Car Park

1
,

,
1

, I

College of
:

North East 1

.4

London 1

: Schoo

:

Park Road
a

To the Noith Circular
!

eBounds
Green

; Station

To :Nood Green
Shppping City

1. Explain how you would reach the maths class from Rounds Green Underground
Station.

2. In which direction do you have to walk to reach the class Imm the station?

3. In which direction is Wood Green Shopping City from the station?
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4. If each square represents a distance of 100 yards. very roughly how far is it from
the station to the maths class?

5. Explain how to reach the bus stop in Durnsford Road from the maths class.

6. Explain how you reach the maths class from home with reference to the sketch
map.

The tutor then introduced Matthew to the computer program "Nozctoim-. an
adventure game fOr adults, which practised many of the skills that he had recently
acquired, especially following directions and dealing with money in everyday
situations note: this would probably not be suitable for students with more advanced
literacy skills than Matthew's as it assumes a fairly basic standard of literacy.

Esther's tutor referred her to the London "1-7.", and a world atlas after she had
shown her how to use scales and grid references. She undertook an activity in which
she was asked to locate a number of places both in I,ondon and throughout the world
given the grid reference. She was also asked to calculate distances with reference to the
appropriate scale.

Dealing with decimals and parts of whole numbers
Students will need to be familiar with decimals in order to cope with money and with
metric weights, measures and volumes. Additionally. students such as Nadia who are
studying a subject with a high mathematical content may need decimals for more
advanced calculations.

The concept of decimals, or fractions of base ten. is not necessarily an easy one to
grasp. and it can be of considerable benefit if the tutor has included decimals when
initially discussing place value.

Mesfin and Esther received similar introductions to the basic concepts, using
pictorial representations.

Decimals are a way of dividing whole numbers into parts:

Vio = 0.1

Ihese shapes are divided into ten equal parts.

Each part is one tenth (1) of the whole.
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We write this as 0.1 in decimal form.

5/10 = 0.5

The shaded part of this shape is equal to five tenths or one half, of the whole.

We write this as:

0 . 5

No units \Decimal number

Decimal point

The small square in the corner of this shape is equal to one hundredth PIO

whole.

Using decimals we write this as 0.01.

If you are writing one penny you would write:

£0.01 One penny is one hundredth of CI anu

£0.05 Five pence are live hundredths of CI

£0.43 - Forty-three ilence are forty-three hundredths of CI

7068
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1 1 F

3/1 0.03

4/io = 0.4

An area of this shape is shaded equal to:

0.4 (four tenths) plus 0.3 (three hundredths)

together. the area shaded is 0.43

Imik back at U0.43 forty-three hundredths or Ul,

0.43 is also equal to forty-three hundredths.

'these picture; show one whole shape and three tenths of a shape shaded areas,.

We write this as 1.3.

Write the decimal numbers to go w ith these shapes:

1. 2.
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3.

4.

If one tenth is written as 0.1 in decimal form and one hundredth is wriuen as 0.01.

Can you estinlate how to write one thousandth?

To reinforce understanding of place value, activities such as the following can he
helpful:

Complete the table below:

Number 100 10 1 AO 1,10,0
V 000

24.09 2 4 0 9

60

1.2

0.035

142.3

3

0.3

400.004
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What is the value of the underlined digit in the numbers below ithe first one is done
for you .?

5.567

40.2

3.12

100.503

12.51

0.003

Six hundreds

Nadia's tutor ensured that she understood the following:

the place of noughts in decimal numbers

arranging decimal numbers in order of size

addition and subtraction of decimal numbers with the same number of decimal
places: e.g. quantities of money ,

addition and subtraction of decimal numbers with different numbers of decimal
places

addition and subtraction of decimal numbers and whole numbers
'e.g.. 4 1.53

She needed to use decimals less in working with money or with metric measurement
than in the use of formulae and fairly complex calculations. Some of these could he

undertaken by calculator. but neither she nor her tutor was satisfied with being over-
dependent on one. To some extent her tutor, a numeracy rather than a mathematics
specialist, felt unable to delve into the mathematical content of the course without
further consultation with the appropriate subject tutor. and a certain amount of
research on her own behalf. The tutor did feel, however, that shecould identify certain

skills. such as dealing with decimals and fractions. which would underpin the
acquisition of numerical skills in the context of the car mechanics course.

Mesfin and Esther also worked on decimals. Esther's tutor providing materials
related to her interest in clothes making and to general monetary topics, where
Mesfin's tutor provided susl,ect material relevant to his construction course, for

example:

Calculate the total length of skirting board needed in the room sketched
opposite (the measurements for the doorways include architraves).
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0.84m

r A -
1.32m

French window

Door

6.7m

2.8m

4m

The first calculation Mesfin needed to do was to subtract 0.84 from 4 to find the length
or the wall with the missing measurements. This was his working:

4

0 . 8 4

4.84

Ike many students, he did not understand the necessity of adding a decimal point and
two zeros to the top figure in order to subtract. It is worthwhile stressing the function
of ultimate zeros following decimal points an allusion to the role of the point and
zeros in amounts of money (e.g. U12.001 may help.

Mesfin then proceeded to carry out the rest of the calculation:

1 . 3 2 +

2 . 8

4

6 . 7

3 . 1 6 (the result of 4.00 0.84)

14 . 4 8

Ie had made a similar mistake in aligning the figures to be totalled. 11c had correctly
aligned the numbers containing decimal points, but had not understood taeI va.I ue of
the digit "4".
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Other mistakes to watch out for include:

carrying incorrectly to the left of the decimal point

misaligning all decimal numbers with varying numbers of decimal places
problems with place value)

attempting to subtract the larger number from the smaller because it "looks
smaller" ( i.e. has a smaller number of decimal places I

confusing pounds with pen-cc if pence are Ile: written in decimal notation.

Multiplying and dividing decimal numbers are more problemati,: processes, and
require careful explanation. All three students worked through a programme broken
down into stages:

multiplying a decimal number lw a whole number

multiplying decimal numbers

multiplying with noughts to place the decimal point

long multiplication

division of decimals by whole numbers

adding noughts after the decimal point (exact answei

adding noughts after the decimal points (approximate answer (

approximating answers !and significant figures

division by a decimal number

multiplication and division by 10, 100 etc. and their multiple:

long division

recurring decimals

decimal and fraction conversion.

Students often make mistakes when counting the total number of decimal places when
imilliplving it may help to give a range of problems containing the same digit value
but with different numbers of decimal places, for example:

5 x 7

0.5 x 7

0.05 x 7

5 x 0.7

5 x 0.07

7
A

0.5 x 0.7

0.05 x 0.7
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Students may also count from ihc tell. rather than Mc right when inserting the decimal
point in the final answer.

The aspect that is most likely to cause confusion is that of the role of noughts in the
answer. Multiplying 0.2 by 0.3 is likely to lead to the answer 0.6. unless students have
a sound grasp of the operation. A more complicated example. 0.25 x 0.12. gives the
answer 0.03, where students are required both to insert an additional zero immediately
after the point, and to omit the -unnecessary" zeros after the digit -3".

Esther's tutor ran group sessions in which she explained the processe to the class
in carefully selected stages. Nadia. on the other hand. worked through an open
learning pack at her own pace. receiving support from the tutor when she needed it.
I ler tutor encouraged her to use the SMILE computer games "( inesscr and "Boxer
which helps to reinforce decimal place value. and led to further work relating to the
size of decimal numbers, and arranging them in ascending or descending order. When
a student really grasps this concept. they are likely to possess a far greater
understanding of the workings of decimal numbers. Again and again it comes back to
the fact that students' success in coping with the decimal number is based on theit
comprehension of place value.

Nadia's tutor in the open learning centre ensured that she understood the principles
of decimal division as she worked her way through materials in open learning format.
..1s she already knew how to divide amounts of money by a whole number she was able
to cope with the insertion of additional noughts to the right of the decimal point where
called for. Mesfin. on the other hand. experienced difficulty in solving the following
problem:

If you cut a piece of cable 26.7m long into eight equal lengths, how long is
each piece?

3 . 3 3

8) 26.7

Mesfin clearly forgot to add extra zeros, and merely deposited the remaining digit at
the end of his answer. l Ie also found it hard to understand some of the terminology in
which the problem was couched as well as the particular ffammatical structure used .

Most students encounter problems when it comes to dividing by decimal numbers
you may find it beneficial to demonstrate to students that, for example.

45.36 0.09 will give the same answer as 4536 2.- 9. b\ using a calculator. Rather than
emphasising the movement of the decimal point in both cases, it is advisable to explain
that you are in effect, multiplying both numbers by a hundred you can again use a
calculator to prove that should you multiply two numbers that you are about to divide
into each other by the same number. the result w ill be the same.
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Making Curtains

Hanifah wants to make a pair of curtains for

her lounge. She needs 1.26 metres for each

curtain. How much does she need for both?

She can only buy material in whole metre

lengths. How much does she need to buy
altogether?

How much is left?

How wide is each curtain going to be if each

piece of material is 1.3m wide, and there is

a 0.025 metre hem on each side?

The material costs £18.72 altogether. How much is this per metre?

Hanifah has only got £20 to spend. She needs to buy curtain tape which costs £1.29,
scissors which cost £3.35, and two reels of cotton which cost 10.49 each.

Does she have enough money? If not, how much more does she need?

Hanifah finds when she is working with the material that she has made a mistake she
has forgotten about the hem!

She needs 2.5 centimetres. which is 0.025

metres, for the hem.

To find out how long each piece of material
must be she needs to multiply 0.025

metres by 2.

She then needs to add her answer to 1.26

metres to find out how much fabric she
needs in total.

1.3m

1 26m

_4
0 025m
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Esther's tutors provided worksheets for her to practise her new skills, relevant to

her interest in making clothes (see page 741.

Fractions
It is debatable whether or not all students need to learn how to manipulate fractions.

In everyday life we tend to use decimal numbers rather than fractions, which many
people find prohibitively difficult. Matthew's tutor was content to showhim how to

work out fractions of quantities. Esther and Nadia were given a thorough grounding
in the use of fractions as attainment of their goals, for Esther to progress to an access
course, and for Nadia to be able to cope with the mathematical coment of a course

involving algebra.
Mesfm was required to understand the use of fractions in coping with imperial

measurement.
Some students may he unfamiliar with the concept of fractions even grasping the

meaning of a half may not be easy. At such times paper folding exercises or using

diagramatic representations of fractions may help:

1/2

1/8
yi 6

1/4

Further practice in exploring the concept ot fractions can be attained by \\ orking

through two SMILE computer games: "Wall- and "Tower-.
It ma not he necessary to lead all students through the basic concepts as many will

be familiar with them already. comprehensive coverage of all the key stages in
attaining an understanding of fractions would contain the following:

equivalent fractions

cancelling and expressing answers in "lowest terms"

fractions of quantities

mixed numbers
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introduction to numerators and denominators

arranging fractions in ascending or descending order

addition denominators the same

addition denominators different

subtraction denominators the same

subtraction denominators different

addition and subtraction of mixed numbers

multiplication

division

multipiication and division of mixed numbers.

In reality, addition and subtraction are more difficult that the other two operations,
and may prove a stumbling block for many. It is a good idea to offer a thorough
explanation of equivalent fractions +again diagrams may he useful as this may help
students to understand the principles of addition and subtraction. The following
example assumes that students know how to find equivalent fractions:

A DIY expert is marking a length of pipe. She makes a mark 2/3 inch from the
end, then another 1/4 inch further along. How far is the second mark from
the end?

2/3 = 1/4 8 = 3/12

Find equivalents for each fraction by multiplying both numerator and denominator by
the same number.

Add 8/12 and 3/12
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11/4..

It may help when vou introduce each operation to display an example in pictorial
form:

You can do something similar with subtraction. and even multiplication and division,
although you will need to keep your example simple.

The other major problem area is likely to he subtraction from mixed numbers where
the second fraction is larger than the first, example:

25/8 13/4

The easiest wav to deal with this is probably to convert the mixed numbers into
improper fractions. In some ways it is better mathematical practice to encourage
students to "borrow" a whole number from the "2- by adding eight eights to the first
fraction. hut most students find that method highly confusing. It is also important that
students recognise that three quarters is larger than five eighths, which they will he
able to do if they have already practised arranging fractions in ascending or descending
order (a quick method is to use a calcuator to divide the numerator by the
denominator

The student will probably progress with multiplication and division more quickly.
although difficulties may well include:

remembering to cancel and to express answers in lowest terms

remembering to invert the second fraction when dividing

dividing fractions by whole numbers

Lonverting improper tractions back into mixed numbers at the end of the
calculation.

Mesfin agai.n encountered difficulty with some of the language in w hich it ie problems
were expressed, in particular the use of the word "ol" when multiplying fraction, as.
for example. in: "three quarters of nme tenths".
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Percentages
It is not uncommon for students to react with relative relief when they start working
with percentages. I lere it is less the actual calculation that is the problem. rather the
range or applications that they can he used for.

There are two methods in common use. one of which is based on decimals the
other, fractions. The fraction method is more often used by people educated in other
countries and those educated in this country aged about thirty or above. Should a
student have clear memories of the fraction method, they should be encouraged to
stick with it. The other method is in many ways preferable students are new to
percentages. as it is not dependent on an understanding of fractions. In everyday life
it is harder to cope without a knowledge of decimals and percentages, while it is quite
possible to manage without anything but a rudimentary knowledge of fractions.
further advantage of the decimal method is that it is easier to work out an approximate
answer.

For students such as Matthew who are likely to struggle with either decimals or
fractions, the use of the percentage key on calculators can be useful. as long as they are
taught how to apply their calculations. All students should he taught the idea ()Ione
percent ()Ione hundredth ! for example one penny is I " of pound 1, and that it can also

he expressed as "one out of every hundred-. Matthew's tutor gave him several
activities to complete which involved working out very simple percentages of whole
numbers of pounds i e.g. 50 . of CI , 5",, of C2 and so on to help him construct a basic
understanding of the concept.

It is recommended to discuss percentaiws in relation to corresponding values of
decimals and fractions. Both Esther and Nadia lined in tables such as this:

Percentage Decimal Fraction

1% 0.01

5%

10%.....___.
20%

25%

331/2%

50%

75%

100%

It slumld he stressed that 100% is all of an amount I.
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AVADS2POVILEhn 008.1 (d)

Making Payments

Name Date

Digging fork,
Digging spade

£14.50
each

A GARDEN BARGAIN

10 metre, 5 Amp,
retractable, complete

£8.99

Sack trolley

£29.45

Shears

£9.65

Work out how much these items come to altogether
with 10% disGaunt in the sale.

© Anne Tompsett and Julie Fairhead, 1992
Surrey Adult & Continuing Education Service Page 19
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Esther and Nadia were both hv this time familiar with working out fractions of

quantities. so they were encouraged to practise using simple fractions with common

percentage equivalents as a means of calculating quickly. There are theretOre three

v,av of solviniz this probletn:

The price of a dishwasher has been cut by 25% during a sale. If its original

price was £4.80, how much money is saved?

24 5

I. E48ffx25 = £120

1 5 191

2. 2480 x 0.25 = 2120

3. I/4 of £480 = 2120

Obviously the latter method is only suitable for a small range of percentage values.

There are a large number of-contexts in which percentages are applicable:

Percentages: applications

price increases and decreases

wage and benefit increases

credit and hire purchase rates

calculation of profit or loss

calculating VAT

calculating other direct and indirect taxes

working out simple and compound interest on loans and savings

working c it commission and bonus rates.

There may be other cplications relevant to a specific area. for example Mesfin
needed to work out umber shrinkage for a variety of differem woods thing

percentages
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VAT (2)

How much would these lists of items cost including VAT?

1. 6m mouldings

2.5 litre adhesive

1 litre fungicide

5 litre timber stain

2. 15m 150 x 30mm softwood

12 Rotary sanding pads

3. 15 litre paint

10 litre fungicide

4. 25m mouldings

10 litre timber stain

5 litre adhesive

R / rnd pm/ Ion r.r 1 hwhi . 1 li, .4 N,4 qij in

Many calculations involving percentages are relatively straight forward: calculating
taxes, commission and wage and benefit increases, l'or example. In cases such as these

all a student has to do is to work out the appropriate percentage of a given quantity.
V,YI poses more problems that it used to do, when the rate was 15"o, but nevertheless
is easily dealt with as long as students understand how to add one half of a percent by

the addition of an ultimate "s" to the right of the decimal point i.e. 17.5" o is equivalent

to 0.1751.
The real difficulties occur when a student is working out exactly what the question

is asking. Questions such as:

"Work out how much a woman is paid if she had just received a 5% pay
increase, and her ifinual salary is 02,305".
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"If a jacket costing £55 is reduced in price by 15%, how much is the new
price?"

entail the realisation that more is being asked for than a simple percentage calculation.
With a group it is clearly helpftil to discuss how to idemify the processes involved. In
a one-to-one situation, the student will have to rely on clear oral guidelines from the
tutor, or clearly written independent learning materials. It is important however, to
make these kind of nuances explicit, or many people will fail to recognise them. Profit
and loss calculations are more complex. and better left to more advanced students.

VAT (3)

You are preparing a bill for a customer.

Below are the raw materials you used for the job.

Calculate their total cost and the cost of your labour, add
on VAT.

12m mouldings

4rn 150mm x 30mm softwood

1 litre resin wood adhesive

1 sanding pad

lx2 litre fungicide

1 lite timber stain

4 hours labour Or £5 / hr

Bill

Raw materials

Labour (a £5 / hour

VAT (a 171/2%

TOTAL

kio Thi`st.'n lhnhi Rh'i. hi. II, I qh .\ al I a sl
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Mesfin lOund that there was a great deal of terminology dial he did not understand.

so his tutor took the time to work through with him the kind of vocabulary and phrases
that he was likely to encounter both within his own subject. and in coping with

percentages in everyday life. He also was taking time to grapple with the way in which
mathematical processes are expressed as contextualised problems, as this was not his

experience within the culture in which he had been educated.

Metric and imperial measurement
The obvious dichotomy is: which one do you teach, metric or imperial measurement?
Unfortunately there is no easy answer. and as both systems are still in common usage
in this country students may be disadvantaged if they only have access to one method.
Younger people educated in this country may well he versed in the metric system, as
well as many of those educated abroad the latter group are likely to be less familiar

with imperial measurement, however . People in their thirties or older who went to
school in this country may very well not he able to handle metric measurements.
Ideally, students should be conversant with both systems. and able to readily convert
between them, but in practice this is not easily achieved.

For anyone ploughing their way through a resource-based learning pack. in an open
learning centre. for example. or who is under pressure from the constraints of

requiring to improve the level of their mathematical understanding qi:ickly to ):ope
with another course, it is tempting to rely purely on paper-based exercises. No
student. however advanced, is likely to be able to grasp the concepts of length. weight
and volume in different units unless they have concrete, practical experience of
using them. This is clearly more easily achieved in a group session where everybody
is undertaking similar tasks. ()pen learning students tend to tel inhibited when they

are faced with using measuring equipment in front of a number of students who may
be studying a variety of subjects at different levels. There are three possible solutions

to this quandary:

students are encouraged to make use of a practical maths area. possibly screened
off from the main learning area

students are asked to carry out practical tasks at home or in a more private part of

the building

the tutor arranges lOr students working on measurement to meet together at the
same time lOr a group sesjon.

h should be emphasised that the more practice students undertake in measuring,
weighing and using volumes of liquids, the greater their understanding of the
processes involved is likely to be. Converting between either units of the same system
e.g. millimetres to centimetres , or between units of the two different systems ) e.g.

centimetres to inches ) is likely to cause conlitsion unless students have a clear visual
image of \ hat it is they are actually doing.
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It is of course possible to work with measurement at a number of different levels,
even within the same group. The following case studies have been chosen to illustrate
this, and could equally well exemplify a range of activities planned for students within
the same group, given that the initial practical tasks are shared and discussed by
everyone.

Matthew's group engaged in a number of activities related to Unit $ of the A LliSt.'
Standards, "ALasuring Lengths and (.'alculating Anus in /...z.crvday Situations- which
required the following knowledge and understanding with respect to measurement:

units of measure: millimetres, centimetres, metres, inches, feet, yards and their
value

conversion of units of measure: centimetres-metres. inches-feet-yards

key words/abbreviations. e.g. centimetres-cm. metres-m, vards-vd

measuring instruments and their uses

how to interpret numbers/calibrations on rulers/measuring tapes

how to round lengths up/down

estimation of lengths

how to read off lengths using rulers/measuring tapes

how to add on units of measure to reach a length.

There are two elements relating to measurement in this unit, one of which requires
students to measure lengths. the other which requires lengths to be marked up. The
tutor distributed rulers and measuring tapes in both metric and imperial units,
indicating the relative sizes and positions of the units on the measuring devices. She
asked students to measure various objects in the room. such as heights and widths ol
tables and doors, their own heights. the width of windows, books and pictures.
Students were required to use both metric and imperial measuring systems. As a
1011ow-up the tutor asked students to estimate lengths of various objects, and to
subsequently check the accuracy of their guesses. I )uring a further class she brought
in a length of fabric for students to mark up into lengths. As students were compiling
evidence in their Nuntherpower portfolios Matthew wrote a brief report about some
shelves that he had measured up from two lengths of timber: a supporting statement
was written by his daughter accompanied bv a photograph of the shelves.

The third element in the unit concerns calculations of area...1s an introduction the
tutor explained the concept of area as square units. and used simple diagrams to
discuss units of area. such as square centimetres and inches. and their abbreviations.
She then asked students to work out areas of specific shapes on a worksheet ( they were
able to use calculators if they were not adept al multiplication

ti6
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Situation:

A specified amount of nails is required for a lob.

You are given a bag of nails taken from a 25 kilogram box of nails.

Weigh them and check that you have been given the required amount which

is 3% kilograms.

75 mm
Rd Wire Nails

25 kg

Ei.1` 'Or

thon 1 'rvacl, ( ',mom



TASK SHEET ,

...,\.z.,cc.:ACY 7,Measuring weights and Element: Calculating and
'--s,

volumes Z N 11 '' weighing out required

STAGE 'I
1 quantities

You are going to make cakes.

Here is the recipe

Victoria Sandwich
Recipe A: Imperial Recipe B: Metric
2 eggs 2 eggs
5oz fat 150 grams fat
5oz sugar 150 grams sugar
5oz self raising flour 150 grams self raising flour

Cream fat and sugar, add eggs and beat.

Add flour - put in cake tins.

Cook 350`F or 180C for 20 minutes,

How much of each of the ingredients would you need to make two cakes using Recipe B Imetnc
me,surementst7

2 When completed. the mixture tor Recipe A weighs 20 ounces You nee0 to divide your mixture into 4 equal parts
so you can make 4 buns

How mucn would eacn of the 4 buns weigh")

(Noir A1.1, Mall, .1,4 ,M, Pit l'a,k* .. 11.li 1(
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The tutor employed a similar approach with Unit 4 of the Standards: -.1 fcasuting
Weiglus and l'olwncs in Ezmdav Suanons-:

introduction to units of weight and volume

use of weighing and measuring devices

practical weighing and measuring of volumes

estimation of further weights and volumes

weighing and measuring out of given weights and volumes.

Mesfin and Esther also worked on mensuration, hut were required to operate at a
more advanced level, corresponding to Unit 11 of the Standards. In addition to the
underpinning knowledge and understanding required in regard to length and area,
they were expected to have or acquire the following knowledge:

how to convert between millimetres and centimetres

how to add lengths

how to est imate amounts of wastage.

Areas of squares and rectangles
The area of a shape is measured by the number of square units it contains. .1
square unit has sides measuring a unit of length. such as an inch or centimetre.

The sides of this square measure 1 centimetre

This is called one square centimetre I lern2)
and is the area of the shape.

Count the square centimetres in this rectangle to find its area:

6cm

4cm

lcm

11cm

net.: are 24 squares.
so the area is 24 cnr.
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Find the area of these shapes by counting squares (the second shape is divided
into square inches in- (:

5cm

-0-- 3cm 31n

2in

There is a quicker way of finding the area of a square or rectangle:

Multiply the width by the length

Check this is true by multiplying the widths and lengths of the shapes on the
previous page.

Find the area of the shapes underneath by using this method:

31n

6cm

3cm

Now find the area of the floor of the
room you are in ( you may have to
measure the arca first ).

4 n
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AV1L3Z2POVIi1 011.3(b)

Calculating Areas of Rectangles and Triangles

Name Date

1 m

THE BATHROOM FLOOR

2m 1 m

BATH

SHOWER

BASIN'

DOOR

1 m

The bathroom floor needs recovering.

Work out the area of the bathroom floor you need to cover in
sq.m or m2. This is the shaded area in the floor plan.

© Anne TompsetLand Julie Fairhead, 1992
Surrey Adult & Continuing Education Service

93
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The types of assignment they were given were similar to those undertaken by

Matthew's group. except that they were of a more complex nature. The practical tasks

involved measurement of curved and irregular shapes and of marking up lengths 'of
material or wood. for example). Their tutors also spent a longer period working on

conversion between the various units: students often forget whether they should
multiply or divide when convening smaller to larger units or vice versa. They also

lOrget the exact amount by t.vhich they should multiply or divide, a facility which only

comes with practice. Again it is important to remember that students hw... -e a.. hi.e to

visualise the processes involved more clearly if they have had plenty of practical

experience.
Mesfin needed a relatively sophisticated grasp of both metric and imperial

measurement because of the nature of his course although metric measurement is
more commonly used by the timber trade at the present time). I le lOund this topic
fairly straight forward as he was able to use much of the measuring that he carried out
on his course as evidence of acquiring the competence.

The remaining elements of Unit it concentrate on area. and making scale drawings.

In addition to calculation of areas of rectangles. both Mesfin and Esther worked out

areas of composite shapes. for example, of an irregular shaped floor surface, or 01 a

wall with areas of windows and doors subtracted from the whole. Their tutors also
introduced the formula for calculating areas of right-angled triangles.

Before either Mesfin or Esther could be shown how to construct scale drawings
their tutors had to ensure that. in addition to knowledge and skills that they had

already. they knew:

scale drawings are accurate representations of full size. two-dimensional shapes

scales are representations of units expressed as ratios

key words. e.g. scale, dimensions

how to express units of measure in decimal notation

how to divide lengths by 10. 50. 100

how to multiply lengths by ID. 50, lif()

estimation and approximation of ratios of onginal lengths.

Mesfin w,ls already familiar with expr-ssing units of measure in decimal form.

although he was less confident in dealing with ratios of lengths. a concept which his

tutor illustrated with diagrams of pieces of wood and cable of different lengths. I le was

then asked to make a scale drawing of a piece of furniture that he wanted to construct.
Esther wished to plan a_riew kitchen. and research the dimensions and types ol

furnit tire and fittings that she was likely to need lw visiting a range of showrooms and

DIY stores in the area, collecting brochures and price lists.
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N 17 2

I

1 A client required you to design a new kitchen layout. He has provided a
sketch of the kitchen showing shape and dimensions. Your first task IS tO

draw a plan view to a suitable scale.

2. On this sheet is shown the orawing of the kitchen.

3 Reproduce a plan of the inside dimensions of the kitchen to a scale 1 20

0 6"

To scale measurements down accurately.

;.. I, t,i. I (
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Both students received a similar introduction to weight and volume as Matbew,
hut also learned how to double, quadruple. halve and quarter weights and measures
of volume. Recipes provide one of the richest sources of material for these skills. but
in Mesfin's case reference was made to bulk items used in the timber trade that are
either expressed in units of weight or volume.

Nadia covered much of the same ground as the ot her students. but also needed to
learn skills approximating to those outlined in Units 17 and IS of the Al,BSU
Standards. She was working in an open learning centre. but had access to a "practical
maths- area. The additional areas that she was required to know included:

formula for area of circles

kev words. e.g. formula. perpendicular height. pi

how to multiply lengths

how to divide lengths

how to substitute lengths in formulae.

The open learning packs that Nadia followed included instructions, examples and
activities in relation to shapes such as these, given appropriate measurements she
already knew the formula for finding the area of a circle as she had had cause to use it
in calculating cubic capacities of car engines,.

She also made scale drawings of the ground floor flat where she lives. hut in contrast
to Esther and Mesfin selected a scale appropriate to her subject 1:40 ..
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Nadia also had to convert between the metric and imperial systems of length in
situations such as buying curtains or carpets, where the required length is measured
in yards, hut the item is sold by the metre. or working out petrol consumption
expressed in litres per kilometre rather than miles per gallon. For this she additionally
needed to know:

lengths can he expressed in imperial and metric units

imperial and metric equivalents of units of measure

estimating and approximating conversions

how to multiply imperial units of measure

how to read and write approximate conversions of units of measure.

Students might like to use a ready-reckoner, while those familiar with graphs and
charts may find conversion graphs useful.

Interpreting numerical and graphical data
Tables, graphs and charts contain much of the numerical information that is used in
our society. especially in newspapers and on television. A number of jobs demand the
ability to interpret and present data above almost any other numerical skill. As with
other topics, study can he undertaken at a number of levels.

Matthew worked on a range of assignments which included:

using simple tables such as timetables, weather forecast tables and catalogues

an introduction to pie charts, bar charts, pictograms

interpreting numerical information such as telephone and payroll numbers and
temperature figures. 97
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I Getting information from a table

Skills you need before you begin:

Reading tables of information.

Working out discounts.

Multiplying money amounts.

Below is part of a brochure about Discount Coach Cards, issued by
National Express Ltd.

You can apply for a
card if you are aged
Id to 23, or if you are
a mature student in
full time education.
You get about 30% I

discount off standard!
fares for a full year.
in 1991. the card
cost £5.

12 months discount travel
for just £5.00!

o :cat k
/+ NG. ON, (NIP!.
age" < 0,,,aa SOO awn,. 'le

f
sa co,ara, a ea°, n
otss ovaare do,
Ply er

- .1..0% n c me.

YOU COULD SAVE TIN IVO Of
TOW CAI* ON TOYS MIT ?awl

-. *A.
n

11.10.
. 1 [4,2.. ........ . - . . .

- - .. - - . . .- ..- -

IZ3 p. nq,..:,aa aged ia 0

, a le 0000 .K.. a s,17::';':.
, ,, .2 a ra. , c a ec,
a t, a a ,4 al, 0,0 a.o at.. ... P10.ae tooc., 0,0 0. 0

, ..C.:1;7,0n f s N.., 1,...,9 ..10.4
9.., Se ol,a ,,,,, ,,,,,,,, ,

eoas o... tap pe tO, 0,.... 9--aa on

DISCOUNt

%AN* Coach Cord

,..

Paso IS

40%, 20 a yew

CI'.

aana aw

ea,. rav

I. How much will the fare be from Manchester to Bournemouth if you have got a
Discount Coach Card?

2. How much Is the Normal Adult Economy Return Fore from Aberdeen to
Birmingham?

3. How much would you save by having a Discount Coach Card if you did a tripfrom

London to Bristol once a month tor a year?

YoL, car wse ,Ns fa, Numberoowe, Slage ' Ur-t 6 Flernert (A)

horn 'III. I -oinhni k. .1 fitS
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His tutor used newspapers and videos of current affairs programmes to illustrate the
use of graphs and charts, having initially discussed how symbols are used and how

they can represent numerical information.
Both Mesfm and Esther worked on similar tasks, but the charts and tables

contained more variables, and some data was presented as percentages. They also
studied line graphs and learned how to report on data both in writing and orally, and
how to construct bar charts, line graphs and pictograms. It is clearly important that
students have a sound understanding of the concept of scale as representation of units
expressed as ratios, and of estimation and approximation of scaled numbers.

"lhey also were presented with numerical data in a range of different contexts, such
as catalogue information from which the:: had to order goods or services, or timetables

to plan a journey. Mesfm also extracted relevant information from tables listing data
pertaining to different timbem Their tutors also asked them to round numbers up or
kllwn, in order to report numerical information. Esther's tutor introduced her to the
computer activity "World Count-, which makes use of a database to display a large

amount of numerical data about different countries, including population figures and

land areas. As well as providing an interesting introduction to databases. Esther's
group were able to practise their skills with graphs and charts. calculating averages,

and rounding numbers.
Nadia concentrated on similar assignments, although the tables. charts and graphs

that she was required both to interpret and to construct again contained a greater
number of variables. She also learned how to construct pie charts. fbr which she had
to understand how to use and measure angles, and to insert their value into the
appropriate tbrmula. A significant part of the mathematical content of her course
entailed interpretation of numerical data, which she brought to the Open learning
centre to get help from her tutor.

Clearly there are other topics and skills that could he included in a numeracy
programme: Mesfin, tbr example, wished to study simple geometry of shapes and
angles. whereas Nadia needed to progress to study algebra. specifically to help her to
understand formulae. Any student either currently, or prospectively studying a
subject with a high mathematical content, or who wishes to progress to a GCSE
course. will need a grounding in some of the more purely mathematical aspects of
number. such as prime and square numbers, factors and square roots.

It is also possible and often desirable to offer students the opportunity to work on
assignments which cover more than one or two areas. for example:

planning a holiday interpreting information in brochures. the 24 hour clock.
timetables, reading a map, budgeting and planning spending, currency
conversion!

planning a DIY Froject !reading price tables, scale drawing, costing credit
arrangements and other expenditure, metric and imperial measurement, areas).
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This approach ma benefit anyone aiming to gain Numberpower accreditation, as it
is possible to compile evidence to contribute to more than one competence through
one assignment. It is also (then the way that numerical problems present themselves
in real life.

Esther's tutor used the chart function of spreadsheets to introduce a computerised
dimension to graphs and charts.

The following table Lor,taili data concerning the number of students studying
different subjects at a co lege (this is much as it would appear on a spreadsheet

English Maths Business Computing

Numbers of students 154.00 144.00 47.00 157.00

Percentage of total 58.33 54.55 17.80 59.47

Science Building Catering Floristry

Numbers of students 149.00 145.00 63.00 46.00

Percentage of total 56.44 54.92 23.86 17.42

Students can easily manipulate the spreadsheet to present this information as a bar
chart:

100 Percentage
of Students

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

98

Subjects Studied by College Students

English Maths

Avenimior tcvai

Business Computing Science Building Catering Flonstry

Subjects
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,\lternatively, the same information can be inserted into a spreadsheet in a different

way to enable a pie chart to be constructed:

Nurnbers of students Percentage of total

English 154.00 58.33

Maths 144.00 54.55

Business 47.00 17.80

Computing 157.00 59.47

Science 149.00 56.44

Building 145.00 54.92

Catering 63.00 23.86

Floristry 46.00 17.42

El English 17.0%

E Maths 15.9%

1111 Business 5.2%

Ej Computing 17.3%

Science 16.5%

M Building 16.0%

0 Catering 7.0%

Floristry 5.1%

Interpreting the chart

Reading a scale

35
30

Use a ruler to find the height of the bar on the
vertical axis. The height of this bar is closer to 35

than it is to 30 it's close enough to 35 to be 34

it's probably 33.

Bar charts do not have a numerical horizontal

scale because the items are all separate. and for

this reason we leave a space between the bars.

"")".1,A. j I?1,`"hss. oh n 41, Pao "0 101
A
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The following pie chart shows in what sort of housing people in a city live:

Rented from council 36.6%

9A Privately owned 32.3%

El Privately rented 25.5%

Bed and breakfast 3.8%

Eigl Hostel 1.7%

(a) Round the percentages off to the nearest whole number.

(b) The number of people in the city is 61.880. Work out the number of people living in each type

of accommodation.

(c) Round off each of the figures in (b) to two significant figures.

gum ..Vionerthl for BlOiness . Ilk Orkw (.4hly. 9

Distribution of household appliances

1000

800

600

400

200

0

Number of appliances
per 1000 households

Phones Freezers

7

Microwaves TVs

^

0 10 years ago

ei 5 years ago

M 2 years ago

0 Now

Washing Dish

machines washers

Videos

Types of appliances

1. What general conclusions can you make about the number of appliances people have?

/non *NUMMICV ir Businisc% rih. Open (:olltve. 96
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1

2. What appliances do people have:

(a) most of now?

lb) least of now?

Note:For the following questions you will have to divide the answers you get from reading

the vertical am by 1,000, as the numbers arefor each 1,000 households.

3. Roughly how many telephones per household were there five years ago?

4. Roughly how many washing machines are there per household now?

5. Roughly how many video recorders were there per household 10 years ago?

The following pie chart is more solid-looking than the last one you saw it looks more like a pie!

fg Fla ts

M Houses

fl Bedsits
iTsj Bungalows

611 Hostels

Guest houses

It shows the different kinds of dwellings that people in the borough live in.

(a) Which type of accommodation do most people live in?

(b) What do you notice about the sizes of the other 'slices of pie'?

(c) The population of the city is 61,880.

Make a rough estimate (guess) about how many people live in each kind of accommodation.

(d) Check your answer by adding the number of people in each group to check it comes to

61.880.

n, .\ um, rtht. fin Boob ,. . I lh 1r, n ifvo ()"
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a

PIE CHARTS
Pie charts show very clearly how an amount is divide(' up relative to the whole

Think of the whole circle as 100% Each secuon represents a percentage of the
whole amount. The bigger the percentage. :he oigger the slice of pie

To find out how big each section should be. we have to have a method of
measuring the size of each slice. which is what we call the angle at the centre of
the pie.

This is the angle
we need

The measure we use for this is degrees. A degree measures the amount one
line turns or revolves from another. If you had a clock with the two hands on top
of each other and you moved the minute hand round completely until it met the
hour hand again, it would have rotated by 360 degrees (which can also be
written 3600).

You can use a protractor to measure degrees

The top line here has turned through 30 degrees.

ACTIVITY
Measure these angles with a protractor:

1. 2.

Answers
I. 20 degrees 2. 75 degrees

(Don't woy if you are I or 2 degrees out.)

born XtonothY hw movie-% th, ON it (
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Materials and Resources

This chapter will discuss the kind of considerations to take into account when
developing and selecting numeracy materials. It will also look at adapting existing
materials, and using other media such as videos and computers.

It can be a daunting task to develop your own materials for the first time. It is so

much easier to identify the faults in other people's work than to write good learning

material yourselfl You also need to consider very carefully both who is going to use

your materials, and how they are going to use them. Are you going to use a short

extract from a newspaper. for example, as a general stimulus to discussion at the
beginning of a lesson? Or are you going to bring in a range of materials at different

levels of difficuhy to suit different students? Do you want to encourage students to

work fairly independently, or together in a small or large group?

Selecting materials
There is an increasing variety of published material that can be used by tutors and

students. You may find the following checklist useful tohelp you select materials:

Are they appropriate for use by adults?

Do the students already possess the skills necessary to work through them, or will

you have to add supplementary material or oral explanations?

Is the language suitable?

Are they relevant to the context in which they will be used, or likely to be of general

interest?

Do they avoid cultural, racist and sexist bias or stereotyping?

Are they more suitable for groups or work with individuals?

Are the explanations and examples comprehensible and broken down into

sufficient stages?

Are the materials-well laid out and presented?

Can they he used independently?
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TASK SHEET

4.,..rtSLACyi,

IA
Using money in
everyday situations N5

Element 1:

Making payments

it. STAGE 1

Your car has failed rts MOT and the garage has said you are best advised to buy another.

A. You find a bargain in the local paper for £1200.00.

1. Fill in the cheque below for the cost of the car. The person selling the car is Mrs Elizabeth Stacey.

Use today's date.

Conways Bank is

8.22 COLCHESTER BRANCH 30.92.1627 HIGH STREET COLCHESTER

Pay

ESSEX COI IOU

or order

E
5 FOREST

.anwavs Bank Pk:

' 0 1 7 /0 30 30.09 2 / 61: 0 /8 ? 3 L. 2.0

2. You ask Mrs Stacey for a receipt as proof of purchase. Complete the receipt below.

ROM:pi

4uwediwm

"4:47 IdON M /

'1.1 partmeml in 1

s'icitted

.1

11..m
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Adapting materials
If you cannot find what you want, you may be able to adapt existing materials. You
could, for example, add your own examples and illustrations. You could insert
additional activities, or either lengthen or shorten a piece. Some materials more
suitable for use in a group may be altered for individual use by the addition of clearer
instructions, and omissions of group activities. You may also be able to incorporate
real life material, such as newspaper or magazine articles, receipts, hills, catalogues,
menus or maps, into your own worksheets.

Writing your own materials
It may help to consider some of the key points to take account of when developing :our
own materials:

Are you clear about the purpose of the worksheet?

Materials should be clear and be written in language appropriate to the language
level of the student.

They should he varied and interesting. Visual material can often aid

comprehension and increase motivation.

Materials should be typed I preferably on a good typewriter or computer with a
printer of reasonable quality or written in attractive and readable handwriting.

They should reflect positive images of women, people from ethnic groups and of
people with disabilities f a word of warning, don't go overboard, or you can appear
to patronise!

They should also avoid being too culturally specific to this country (dealing with
money and shops is fine, but not everyone understands batting averages!l.

If you are introducing students to a new skill there should he clear explanations,
examples and activities.

Materials should, where possible, he relevant to students' interests and needs.

Try to avoid packing too much information onto one page.

When using materials remember to idemify:

1 what you want students to learn

.21 why you want them to learn it

, 31 how you want them to learn

, how you can assess whether or not they have learned it

5 how you can evaluate whether or not they have learned it.
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PAYING IN MONEY
AT THE BANK

The Sunshine Playgroup is raising money by running a bring
and buy stall every day for a week.

You have agreed to pay the money raised into the playgroup's
bank account.

The amount raised E ach day is shown below.

Fill in the Bank Giro Credit Slip one for each day.

1. Monday £10 note and £20 note

2. Tuesday £5 note and £20 note

3. Wednesday 4 x £10 notes

4. Thursday £50

5. Friday £20 note and 5 x £10 notes

:1.
11

tiny
item 1

tletti WM 1- I
I X:,

SIILICIATS MANIC PLC
1 'bank giro credit :4) ;

I _ I
/01101PPOWT ACCOUNTS IN I

11
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C.1 td .1
g

11:011 tal 111. d
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m
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1

TASK SHEET

Interpreting and
presenting numerical and
graphical information

,Wcy
N14

STAGE 1

Information can De shown in graphical form.

A. Here are the television viewing
figures for this month: using these figures.

Element 3
Presenting information on
tables and charts

1. Complete this bar chart 2. What is the total number of

viewers watching television?

BBC1 6,000,000 viewers

BBC2 4.000,000 viewers

ITV 5,000.000 viewers

CHANNEL 4 3.000,000 viewers

8. These figures represent the number of

fndges acid by a local electrical retailer in
each month in the hall year April to

September. Draw a line graph showing the

running total of sales.

Month Fndgessold

April 20

May 25

June 35

July 41

August 21

September 18

7m.

6m

5m

4mi

2mo.

imi.

BBC1 BBC2 IN CH4

0
April May June July Aug Sept

MONTH

haw Hag, Skilli.1,houenr Pack% ,11.1i.V.

k.
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Materials for use in open leaning
In addition to fulfilling the above criteria, open learning materials should have clearly
stated objectives, to make it easier for students to assess whether they have learned a
particular skill. They should contain self-assessment activities, and the explanations
and instructions should be able to stand on their own. It is also very important to
include answers, so that students can assess their own progress, and learn from their
own mistakes.

Computer assisted learning packages
Although some basic skills practitioners have been using computers for some time, it
is really their prevalence in open learning centres that has acted as a catalyst for the
development of basic skills software.

There are three main types of software in use:

1 . Computer Based Learning iCBL) and Computer Based Training tCBTi programs
provide instructions, examples, practice and assessment activities, which students
can work through at their own pace. All exercises are marked by the computer,
and provide immediate feedback. They can be useftil aids to independent learners,
but may not have more to offer than a good textbook, and can be very expensive.

'. A range of computer games and puzzles. Some of these are more suitable for
children than adults, so you have to select with care. There are several excellent
programs which help not only to reinforce what students have learned, but also to
enable them to conceptualise some basic skills.

3. So called "content-free" software, such as spreadsheets and databases which allow
the user to enter their own information and to manipulate it as they wish. These
have the advantage of being adaptable for use by students working at different
levels, and have a wide range of uses. They can also enable a student to learn
valuable IT skills. There are some commercially available packages which make
use of spreadsheets or databases to input data which can then be used by the
student to perform a variety of calculations or other activities. Some students may
even learn how to construct their own calculations, or to program the package to
draw graphs or charts. The problem for the tutor in using spreadsheets or
databases on their own without access to any of these packages is that they will have
to design their own supportive materials, instructions and activities. They may
find this well worthwhile however, as the end product should be rewarding and
interesting for the student to use, and will only have to be developed once.

Generally speaking, computing activities can serve to motivate and interest students,
and help to wean them away from paper-based activities. The better ones can also aid
comprehension of numetTml concepts, and can he used for both independent learning
and group sessions. Specific programs are mentioned in Chapter 7.
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Using videos
The only commercially produced videos that are currently widely available are the "..-1
tray With Numbers"( BBC. Education/ALIM) series, taken from the BI3C television
series of the same name. These can serve as useful introductions to topics, both for
individuals and groups, although you will need to ensure that students watch only that
part of the video relating to the area which they are studying, as there is more than one
topic on each video. There are also accompanying materials, checklisted against
Numberpower.

You can also use videos of television pmgrammes, such as current affairs, DIY or
cookery programmes, to illustrate various subjects that you may he introducing to
students.
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7 Some Useful Materials
and Further Reading

ALBS U has published kesourco: a guide to material in Adult Liteethy and Basic Skills
l992,, which lists the range of literacy and numeracy materials available for work with

adults. Fach title has been reviewed by tutors working in basic skills.

Basic Numeracy
Basic Skills Soies. Henley Colkge.

Introducti,m to Number one of series . I lenley
College.

ihe N'uniemo. Pack Bwk 51.BSU.

General Numeracy

Assiginuents in Numerthy. Piiman.

BEN Book 0/ Decimals one of series . BEN
Books.

Ezvryday .Ilallb, I larper (;ollins.

lads. Figures and Fmmulas. I lenky ( ollege

It's a Puz-:lc. BEN Books.

.1Iake it Count: a hisk Siaq z;:nh N'umbers,
National Extension College NEC

.1 taut, inatics: the Basic Skills. Stanley
'thornes.

.11athematics: l'smg Basic .Skilh. Stanley
Thorne,.

Nuns . Numeracy I'm k. Nottingham
University.

Real Life .1laths Skills. Heinemann
Educational Books.

Ri.al Life Problem\ in .thalis. Hodder and
Stoughton.

1"he Numenhi. I 'th.k.

Ir(wk I 'nib in .1ruhnienL Stanley 'Humtes.
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Numeracy in context
Cooking for Fundraising. BEN Books.

Core Skills in .Vumermy.

.1laths cii IV'mk, I larper

Pnictica/.11arhs (01 Vs PI.Burk, .1vanti Books.

Spotlight on .Vumeracy. Pitman.

Innializi: Number. Careers
Occupational Information ('.entre )IC .

Banking. I Ienley College.

Intraduaion icc .11oncy. I lenley ( smIlege.

Maths cii WmA. BEN Books.

Problem Sok.ing Practical Examples to
Pmmote Timisler. COIC.

.1 If cncy .1 f atters,1 larper ( ;oll

.S'urzlzvl Pack .Sows. Jonquil.

I 'sing .11,1/1 lrdo (:alalogues. .1vanti Books.

.Virmaacy tor Can% ()pen College.

.\.uinerao. fi». Busnwss. ()pen (

'pohl, Construmon. .51.BSC.

'pgrade Caring\IIISU.

'/,de Ca/mug, .51,BSC.

Numenki. 'cntstrihnon, II ark:mill. Brace

aml lavanovitch.

63, l?utc Silva, I larcourt . Brace and
Javanovitch.
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Resources for Numberpower
Etv Numbers: a Practical Start to

I inpnOng Nurnemq Skills, BBC Enterprises
Ltd.

Crediting Nmneraq: Foundatn. Stage I and
Stage 2, A1,13SL.

Numbopazcer hrundatiori. Surrey Adult
Education Service.

.Vwnherivair Stag( One, Surrey .1dult
Education.

he .Issignment Pack \ I

The .1Iodular De/izily of11-m.dper and
Nmnbeipozcen .Ifaterials Pack and 'ser

Guide. MA ES/Manchester TEC.

Background Information and Ideas
and Further Reading

An I ruroductitrn to Li1e1'aty1;aching, ALBSU.

In Introduction to ES01, Teaching, ALBSU.

Liter(' umemc.v and Ez'identi film!
the ,Vational Child flez.clopment Surcq
ALBSU.

umenky l'rainkg Pack. Scottish
(;ommunity Education (:Ouncil.

Praclica///e/p Tz.ith Beading, Writing and
umber. NIV.
l'eadung Numerao.: a .11anual JOr Tuhns.
NEC.

The ,Starter Pack, I

1 'sing Your .Vumberpozcer, Beeline
Ctnnmunications/A I .BSU.

Basic Skills .Iscessment Pat*, A I .BS1'.

Computer Software
Smile the First $1, Inner I.ondon
Educational Computing Centre I ECC!.
Smile the ext 17, ILECC
Smile Elez-en [LEW,.
N extozm, ALBSU.

World Come, ILC.C.

lealth .11auers.11.1.:CC.

\'umenuor, I mgotron.

YOU can lind a comprehensive selection of
software, complete with reviews in The Basic
kills Soft mire ( iuide.1

Videos

Way With wnhers, BBC Education/
ALBSU series of four ).

Further Training Opportunities for
Tutors
The City and Guilds Initial Certilicate
'reaching Basle kills Nurnemev 9283 is an
introduction to teaching numeracy. If you are
a practising teacher and interested in gaining
a further qualification the following is
available:

City and Guilds Cacilit.inc l'caching Basic
Skills .9285 . 'Ibis is a competence-based
modular scheme. not a taught course. Prior
learning and qualifications can be accredited.
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